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AUGUST  2019Editor’s Note
I don’t know about you fine folks, but I am more than ready for a vacation! It’s been a hectic summer for the That’s 

team, as we worked round-the-clock to bring you this month’s issue and our third annual Explore China guide, 

which is available for pre-order now and set to officially debut on August 20! Exciting times, to be sure. 

In this issue, my friend and colleague Bryan Grogan has assembled an informative and fascinating cover story 

on the rise of plastic surgery in the Middle Kingdom (page 36). I learnt a lot from the story, and I’m sure you’ll find 

yourself more knowledgeable about China’s beauty industry after taking the time to read it. 

Elsewhere in this issue, we take a look at China’s climb to the top of the UNESCO World Heritage list (page 

9), introduce a cool app and Taobao product (page 19) and explore the state of Canton’s art scene (page 32). As 

always, mystic guru Naomi Lounsbury shares her China-focused horoscope predictions for the month on page 68.

Signing off,

Matthew Bossons
 Editor-in-Chief 

Hourly updates on news, 
current affairs and general 
weirdness from around the 

PRD and China.

FOLLOW US ON SOCIAL MEDIA

facebook.com/ThatsShenzhen 

twitter.com/ThatsShenzhen

youtube.com/thatsonline

#THATSSHENZHEN
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TALES OF THE CITY

WORLD HERITAGE  
HOT SPOT
China Tops UNESCO World Heritage Site List 
By Tristin Zhang

How old is Chinese civilization? A 
Chinese history student would tell you 
five millennia – but likely without pro-

viding any concrete proof. Well, now we have 
official confirmation, thanks to the World 
Heritage Committee. The Archeological 
Ruins of Liangzhu City, located in today’s 
Hangzhou, Zhejiang province, was inscribed 
on UNESCO’s World Heritage List on July 6. 

Dating back as far as 3,300 BCE, the 
archeological site has been deemed strong 
evidence in support of Chinese civiliza-
tion’s 5,000-year-long history. According to 
UNESCO: “Located in the Yangtze River Basin 
on the southeastern coast of the country, the 
archeological ruins of Liangzhu (circa 3,300-
2,300 BCE) reveal an early regional state with 
a unified belief system based on rice cultiva-

tion in Late Neolithic China … These ruins 
are an outstanding example of early urban 
civilization expressed in earthen monuments, 
urban planning, a water conservation system 
and a social hierarchy expressed in differ-
entiated burials in cemeteries within the 
property.” 

The 14.3-square-kilometer site, which 
was first discovered in 1936, includes the 
remains of 11 dams, cemetery sites, a water 
conservancy system and walls that are evi-
dence of an early Chinese urban civilization.

The announcement, which took place in 
Baku, the capital of Azerbaijan, was made a 
day after another Chinese site – Migratory 
Bird Sanctuaries along the Coast of Yellow 
Sea-Bohai Gulf of China – was listed as a 
World Heritage Site during the multi-day 

conference.
Six other sites from Bahrain, Australia, 

India, Indonesia, Japan and Laos also made 
it onto the prestigious list. With the addition 
of the Liangzhu archeological site, China now 
tops UNESCO’s World Heritage List with a 
total of 55 sites, followed by Italy with 54 
recognized sites. 

The site is open to the public, but only 
allows 3,000 tourists to visit each day, and 
bookings must be made online. 

So how many Chinese UNESCO World 
Heritage sites have you visited? Take our 
quiz to find out just how much of a seasoned 
China traveler you are by scan-
ning the QR code.



THE BUZZ

QUOTE OF THE MONTH

 “The traffic police officer did not use force 
or verbally abuse the man, but the laowai 

was fierce nonetheless”

DON’T YOU KNOW WHO I AM?

 James Harden 

So said an eyewitness to an attack on a traffic policeman by a foreign student in 
Fuzhou, Fujian province last month. The incident occurred after the male student – 
who is from Egypt – was caught driving with another person on an electric scooter, 
which is against local traffic rules. The poorly behaved laowai refused to cooperate 
and started a physical conflict with the law enforcement officer. According to the 
Beijing News, the foreign student is currently studying at the International College of 
Fujian Agriculture and Forestry University. In light of the event, the student, identified 
by the name Younes, was given an in-school suspension, according to a notice pub-
lished on the university’s website on July 12.

RANDOM NUMBER

300,000
...is the number of Didi drivers that were 
removed from the line of duty in the 
wake of several tragic incidents involv-
ing the deaths of female Didi passengers 
in 2018. According to reports, the fired 
drivers did not meet the ride-hailing 
company’s new safety standards. Didi 
Chuxing received widespread criticism 
after back-to-back incidents last year 
resulted in two murdered passengers, 
with the public accusing the mobility 
enterprise of valuing profits over human 
lives. The backlash resulted in a safety 
overhaul that saw the elimination of its 
‘Hitch’ ride-sharing service, and a tem-
porary ban on late-night pick-ups. Other 
safety measures included the addition 
of audio recording in all Didi vehicles 
and a panic button that can be triggered 
within the Didi app. Passengers and 
drivers also have the option to block 
one another if they are dissatisfied with 
the interaction.

NBA superstar James Harden concluded his 
China summer tour with a lane violation. 
Seriously, we couldn’t make this stuff up. Photos 
surfaced on Chinese social media of Harden and 
his entourage cruising the streets of Shanghai 
on electric motorbikes. Unfortunately, it ap-
pears the Houston Rockets’ starter committed 
a foul in the eyes of city traffic police by driving 
on the opposite side of the road and not wear-
ing a helmet. One photo shows a traffic cop 
seemingly reprimanding Harden in the middle 
of an intersection while he’s on the bike. While 
Harden is known to take an extra step (or five) 
on the hardwood, this traffic referee wasn’t hav-
ing any of it. Harden was quick to acknowledge 
the traffic violation, taking to his official Weibo 
account to apologize. 
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bolixin / bōlíxīn / 玻璃心 n. a person who 
is overly sensitive about criticism and reacts 
strongly to any mildly negative feedback

Great vacation photos! Your girlfriend 
looks much younger than you.

No... it was just a casual observation. 
Don’t be such a bolixin. 

What are you saying? Are you saying I’m 
not good enough for her?!

How can you disrespect me like that?! 

Social media has made online arguing a fa-
vored national pastime. After every WeChat 
headline and every Douyin video, there is a 
‘What do you think?’ or ‘Who do you agree 
with?’ that follows. (And don’t lie, sometimes 
you click on a headline just to see the com-
ment section.) 

As with all arguments, someone has to 
lose. Veteran keyboard warriors understand 
that online arguing tends to be more vicious 
than its real-life equivalent (and manage 
to not have their feelings hurt too much). 
However, there are also thin-skinned people 
who are not used to the style of arguing in 
Douyin comments, where it can go straight 
from ‘I think milk tea in Beijing malls is over-
priced’ to ‘You will always be poor, you loser’ 
in seconds. 

The internet calls these unfortunate indi-
viduals bolixin, which literally means ‘heart 
made of glass.’ Like delicate glass vases, their 
hearts are fragile and can shatter at the soft-
est of blows. 

It’s easy to identify bolixin in real life. 
Their brows twist and lock at mild criticism. 
Their eyes swell with tears after comments 
like ‘I find what you said problematic.’ They 

can storm off with hands covering their an-
guished faces at any sign of disagreement. 

It is a touch harder to identify these ten-
der and sensitive souls online. Sometimes 
they disappear after negative comments, or 
lash out uncontrollably at other times with 
passive-aggressive phrases. Bolixin tend to 
leave over-dramatic and emotionally high-
octave responses like ‘You’ve ruined my life,’ 
‘How can people be so mean?’ and ‘The whole 
world is against me.’ 

It is unclear how some can still be this 
sensitive online in this day and age. (Maybe 
they live in areas that only got internet con-
nection fairly recently.) Generally, they are 
thought to have a negative self-image and a 
heightened sense of self-protection. In their 
crusade of protecting their own ego, they for-
get to think about whether the comment sec-
tion should matter that much. Other dwellers 
of the comment section mark out bolixin like 
minefields to avoid. 

If you have trouble taking a joke some-
times or get no response when you post 
something online, ask yourself if you are a 
bolixin, because Douyin comment sections 
are not for the thin-skinned! Mia Li

GENERATION GAP

New garbage rules have recently been introduced in Shanghai, which require residents to separate their 
trash into four different categories. What do you think about the possible implementation of the garbage-
sorting initiative across China?

“I think it’s not a bad idea to 
implement it here in Beijing. 
In fact, it might even be bet-
ter for the city itself and the 
citizens here, because it may 
potentially make the city 
cleaner and also enhance 
people’s will to keep the city 
sanitary. I mean, it’s going to 
be a little mafan [trouble] for 
the people, but it will surely 

make the lives of workers at the garbage disposal sites much 
easier. I do agree, however, that it’s going to cause much confu-
sion, because we only have so much knowledge regarding how 
to sort garbage. I work closely with those who are quite familiar 
with this field, but I still get confused when classifying garbage 
into different categories. So, I don’t know if implementing it in 
public venues would be the best decision. As for now, I think 
implementing this on domestic garbage is enough.”

KANG, 47 “Since all of us produce 
garbage on a daily basis, I 
strongly believe that we have 
the obligation to minimize the 
damage it poses on the envi-
ronment. And if sorting out 
garbage can help, I’m down to 
do that! I think it’s a great yet 
a very simple and accessible 
opportunity for all of us – re-
gardless of age – to contribute 

to our society and to protect the environment. Implementing 
such a policy as Shanghai did will put Beijing in the forefront of 
environmental protection in China, and I think we need not be 
afraid of other cities not being able to catch up! I do agree though, 
that it may be quite perplexing at first. Nonetheless, I believe that 
once it becomes a habit, it wouldn’t bother us anymore. We are 
all aware of how our environmental condition is deteriorating, 
so we should not hesitate to take even the smallest actions. In 
fact, I think that trivial actions are what eventually brings a huge 
change. Besides, such effort can cultivate more attention on pub-
lic morals and collective responsibility.”

REN, 20

URBAN DICTIONARY
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SHANGHAI  
TAXI

Cabbing Around China With NPR 
Reporter Frank Langfitt

By Bryan Grogan
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There are many ways to see China. 
You can ride a slow train and 
absorb all that the country has to 

offer. You can hop aboard the high-speed 
rail and watch the endless expanse of 
the Chinese countryside flash by in a 
blur. You can fly from North to South, 
East to West. Frank Langfitt, a reporter 
with National Public Radio, chose the 
lesser trodden route during his time 
working as a China correspondent from 
2011-2016: he drove a taxi. 

In the course of driving people 
around Shanghai and other parts of East 
and Central China, Langfitt documented 
his experiences and his interactions 
with passengers from all walks of life in 
a fascinating travelogue slash medita-
tion on modern China – The Shanghai 
Free Taxi: Journeys with the Hustlers and 
Rebels of the New China.

Langfitt, now based in London with 
NPR, has spent much of his recent pro-
fessional life settling in, and attempting 

to understand, foreign countries. 
“I had traveled through Europe with 

my family when I was just 10 – this was 
1974 – and it made a big impression on 
me. When I became a reporter, I decided 
I wanted to see the world and witness 
history, but didn’t know where to go,” he 
tells us, giving the backstory behind his 
itchy feet. 

“So, back in the early 1990s, I asked 
my dad. ‘China,’ he answered without 
pausing. ‘China has the world’s largest 
population, the world’s fastest-growing 
economy, and its foreign currency re-
serves are up to USD500 million. China 
is the future. It’s going to change the 
world.’”

And so, he headed East, not once, 
but twice. 

Langfitt’s first stint living in China 
came between 1997 and 2002, when he 
worked as a China correspondent for 
the Baltimore Sun. 
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“My first visit to Shanghai was in the late 1990s, when 
it was still sleepy. I remember walking the Bund with Julie 
(Langfitt’s wife). Nearly all the storefronts were empty. 
There was furniture piled up amid cobwebs. Clothes hung 
in the windows of the Customs House. I said to my wife 
that one day the Bund would again be one of the world’s 
great waterfronts. I had no idea that that day was just a 
decade away.”

As Langfitt explains in the opening chapter of the 
book, foreigners in China are not allowed to drive taxis, 
so he creates a new business model – free taxi rides in ex-
change for conversation. Not a newcomer to the taxi scene 
(Langfitt was a cab driver in Philadelphia in the early ’80s), 
he quickly finds passengers who are both bemused by 
and willing to benefit from his unorthodox mode of trans-
portation. Reference the signs that Langfitt has plastered 
all over his free taxi – Mianfei Aixinche (free compassion 
vehicle).

His previous experience of a much different China 

helps to put a lot of the recent development that has oc-
curred in the country into context for readers. Langfitt 
guides us through topics like suzhi, the Chinese term used 
to describe a person’s inner character. He peppers his 
descriptions with elucidatory examples of how selfish-
ness and competitiveness are affecting folks who live in 
and around cities like Shanghai, and makes reference to 
well-known examples of low suzhi, such as the dreadful 
hit-and-run incident that resulted in the death of a small 
child in Foshan.

“Suzhi came up because a taxi driver blocked me on a 
small rural road. I nearly rolled my vehicle trying to back 
up, and he absolutely did not care. I delved into the ques-
tion of how people treat each other in cities because a psy-
chologist I drove had the classic experience of falling on a 
street, and sitting in the road for 25 minutes and no one 
stopping to help her.”

While we are not lacking in books that address these 
phenomena, it is Langfitt’s skill with the written word and 

TAXI
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his ability to establish ideas through vivid examples – such 
as when he talks about Buddhist monks releasing fish 
into the Huangpu River, only for them to be captured once 
again by hungry, or entrepreneurial, fishermen farther 
downstream – that sets his work apart. 

These quirky stories can, at times, have a bit of a nega-
tive ring to them, but this is anything but a negative book. 

“I think the book comes at a very good time,” Langfitt 
says, “in that it provides readers a window for under-
standing the complexity, nuance and struggles of ordi-
nary Chinese people at a time when the news is naturally 
focused on the tense geopolitics around China’s rapid 
rise.”

It is pretty clear, through our interactions with 
Langfitt, and also the very sociable means by which he 
aims to better understand modern China, that he is a 
talker, a social beast. While the parables that he tells do 
sometimes criticize societal issues in the country, he also 
shines a light on the people, the personal stories which 
shaped and now define the ambition, hustle and upward 

mobility of the Middle Kingdom. We can point towards 
characters like Guo, a mother who has overcome countless 
obstacles and setbacks to raise two successful lawyers, as 
an example.

Elsewhere, Langfitt addresses the competitive element 
in Chinese society through the story of a used car salesmen 
called Beer. While he expresses some distaste for Beer’s 
shady and dishonest negotiation tactics, he takes the time 
to establish Beer’s story, the origins of his funky name and 
the trials and tribulations that he faces on a regular basis 
living in Shanghai. 

The essence of the story sees Langfitt chase down 
the Chinese Dream across provinces, from the city to the 
field. And what conclusion does he eventually come to? 

“It’s harder to achieve, just like the American Dream 
today. There is not as much social mobility, especially if 
you are a migrant in Shanghai, as so many of my charac-
ters are,” he tells us, adding “I think many middle-class 
Chinese have a dream beyond money and national reju-
venation.”

TAXI
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SPOTLIGHT

PIOTR 
BLASZAK AND 
NIALL HIGGINS 
Cofounders of Zai Level
Interview by Phoebe Kut

Piotr Blaszak and Niall Higgins are the 
cofounders of new Shenzhen-based urban 
streetwear company Zai Level. Launched at 
the start of 2018, Zai Level takes inspiration 
from common Chinese phrases to craft 
fun, ironic statement pieces. At the heart 
of the brand is their mission to ‘Clothe Your 
Character,’ which means to wear what speaks 
to you, your style and your personality. Zai 
Level promotes freedom from fear or anxiety, 
encourages one to seize the moment and 
challenges you to go out and engage with the 
world. Here, we chat with Blaszak about the 
brand. 

What’s your backstory? 

Niall and I cofounded the company after we 
graduated in 2017. We’re based in Shenzhen, 
but actually started the company in London. 
Our paths crossed at Peking University in 
Shenzhen. After school we didn’t want to pur-
sue ‘normal careers,’ and decided we wanted 
to try something entrepreneurial; we thought 
‘Hey, this is the best time for it since we’re 
still young.’ I’m from Poland originally, and 
Niall’s from Ireland, but we both fell in love 
with China. 

For Zai Level’s logo, shi (世) is the main 
character used. Why was zai (在) not used 
instead? 

Our logo consists of three components, 
shi – which means the world, zai – to be 
present, and level – the degree to which you 
are present in this world. The original idea 
was to live in the present, not worry about 
the past or think about the future that much. 
Our main source of creativity is Chinese 
calligraphy, and, at the moment, there are 
not many brands using Chinese characters. 
I think Chinese culture is becoming more 
popular; there are so many people studying 
the language and visiting China. Currently 
on the market you can find a lot of [clothing 
with] Japanese or Korean characters – but 
not many with Chinese, and that’s where we 
thought we could explore something here.  

How are you selling to clients? 

Right now we have our website and a small 
Taobao store, but we’re mainly getting traffic 
from our Instagram. We offer free interna-
tional shipping! Eventually we’d like to get 
into brick and mortar stores, we’re searching 
for partners right now.  

Do you guys speak Chinese fluently?

Yeah, I speak Chinese fluently, and even 
passed the sixth level of HSK [chuckle]. I 

was studying in Germany for my bachelor’s 
[degree], and that’s where I started learning 
Chinese. After attending Peking University for 
my exchange year, I got completely hooked. 
I’d say it’s been about five, six years of study-
ing Chinese almost daily. Niall is conversa-
tional as well. 

Who is the main audience of Zai Level? 

Our main audience is Westerners; people 
who are interested in China, have studied 
here or who are nostalgic about Chinese cul-
ture. Interestingly, generally speaking from 
what we observed, Chinese people don’t wear 
streetwear with Chinese characters. We use 
many quirky Chinese expressions combined 
with Western sayings like ‘qing wu jing 
huang’ (请勿惊慌) which means ‘please don’t 
panic’ and is in the same vein as the Western 
phrase ‘keep calm and carry on.’   

What has the reception been like for your 
products?

It’s been great – I would even say amazing! 
Since we have no outside investments, we’ve 
done a lot with our resources and we’ve been 
pretty successful; we grew our Instagram 
following from the ground up to over 5,000 
followers.  

zailevel.com



STYLE RADAR
UNDER THE LENS

Feeling the Heat
With Jinan summers reaching 35 de-
grees Celsius, it’s no surprise that the 
public is donning the ‘Beijing bikini,’ 
a summertime trend of men rolling 
up their shirts and showing off their 
bellies in an attempt to cool down. 
However, Jinan authorities are now 
cracking down on this summer phe-
nomenon, citing the Beijing bikini as 
being uncivilized to the point of lower-
ing the city’s image. Those baring their 
midriffs, alongside other unseemly 
occurrences such as taking off shoes 
to air out one’s feet, will face punish-
ment. Many Weibo users agree with 
this new regulation, with one user 
writing that the Beijing bikini puts 
women off men, although others have 
said the ban is simply too excessive.

Garbage Rules
Converse is a fashion mainstay across 
the world, and the shoe company’s new 
environmentally-conscious launch is sure to 
score points with street fashionistas and en-
vironmentalists alike. The Renew collection 
boasts a fully recyclable upper, as each pair is 
constructed from roughly 11 plastic bottles. 
These bottles are crushed into plastic flakes 
and spun into fibers, which are used to create 
the canvas portion of the shoe. The always 
popular Chuck Taylor Ox and High Top are 
redesigned in a range of exciting colors, giv-
ing sneakerheads an introduction to the ris-
ing sustainable fashion wave, especially amid 
China’s recent garbage-sorting regulations. 
After all, like the campaign’s catchphrase 
inked and embroidered on the sneakers 
reads, “Life’s too short to waste.”

> www.converse.com.cn

OVERHEARD

“Let’s just say she’s beautiful 
and leave it at that. Too much 
nonsense has been said 
already” 
…writes one Weibo user in response to the 
controversy surrounding Harper’s Bazaar 
China’s latest cover, featuring Rihanna dressed 
in a reimagining of traditional Chinese outfits. 
The reveal of the publication’s August 2019 
cover has prompted a heated debate over cul-
tural appropriation. In light of the tone-deaf 
name of Kim Kardashian’s Kimono shapewear 
line, some Twitter and Instagram users have 
accused Rihanna of borrowing elements from 
a culture to which she does not belong. Other 
netizens have defended the star, arguing this 
was, rather, a conscious collaboration with 
a team of Chinese stylists and artists for a 
Chinese magazine. Nonetheless, Rihanna’s 
Weibo fans have praised her appearance with a 
barrage of smiley faces and thumbs-up.

COVET

Image via @nowhybecausechina/Instagram
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TAP THAT APP 

TikTok (Douyin)
Beijing-based tech company Bytedance has struck social media gold; a feat that hasn’t 
gone unnoticed in the world of tweets, snaps, posts – you name it. 

TikTok, known in China as Douyin, is arguably the first Chinese app that has found 
success in overseas markets. Boasting over 500 million monthly active users (roughly 
250 million users in China), the video sharing app is a fan-favorite among millennials 
from New York to Nanjing.  

The short video trend dates back to 2012 when Vine was first launched. The six-
second ‘Do it for the Vine’ vids were a hit with young crowds and the start of a major 
social trend. Two years later, Musical.ly, billed as a competitor to Vine, was released 
and grew a 100 million-plus user base within three years. In 2018, Bytedance ac-
quired Musical.ly, running it as a standalone platform before slowly integrating it with 
TikTok. While TikTok serves overseas users and Douyin can only be downloaded in 
China, the two are virtually identical. 

The app works like this: You can create your own content, generally short clips of 
something comical or worthwhile for other users to view. Not keen on posting videos 
of yourself? No worries. Simply surf the app for content, ranging from recent trending 
topics to some of the most bizarre things you’re likely to see all week. 

More recently, TikTok has become the go-to platform for netizens looking to par-
ticipate in the internet’s latest social media trends. With quirky challenges like the 
‘Bottle Cap Challenge’ and the ‘Git Up Challenge’ dominating users’ video feeds, the 
app has created stars the same way YouTube and Instagram have catapulted people 
into entertainment careers.

> TikTok is available for iOS and Android devices. Chinese version Douyin is available on all major app 
stores available in China. 

HOT ON TAOBAO

Lazy Alien Head Pillow
We get it. You want some peace and quiet every now and then to completely zone out 
and drift off to sleep. Luckily for you, Taobao has a super-hot item that can aid in this 
noble naptime quest: the lazy alien head pillow. 

Much like you’d put on your winter beanie, this head cushion slips right over your 
face, encapsulating your noggin in a soft cushion while leaving your nose and mouth 
free to breathe. 

Ideal for those afternoon office naps next to your co-worker who sleeps with the 
light on (looking at you, Karen), this pillow will have you snoozing up a storm. You 
can also take it on your next plane or train trip, although you’ll be pretty vulnerable to 
anyone sizing up your personal items while your eyes are on ‘pillow nine.’

One thing to note: Expect your hair to be a mess after throwing on this thick 
head sock. The head pillow’s product listing includes the name of Chinese idol Chen 
Xuedong, a movie star known to have some funky hairdos.

The reaction online has been a mixed bag, with some loving the head pillow’s 
comfortable material while others can’t get past the look. “The product is good, but 
when I’m wearing it, I can’t help but feel a little shameful,” commented one user. 

> The Lazy Alien Head Pillow is available on Taobao for RMB39 by searching 陈学冬午休 懒人外星人睡
觉枕头 (Chen Xuedong wuxiu lanren waixingren shuijiao zhentou).
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PACK SMART
10 Backpacks for Travel, School or Your Daily Commute 
Compiled by Phoebe Kut

Whether you’re looking for a 
new work bag or heading back 
to school, choosing the right 
backpack is essential. 

The North Face
RMB1,398 
thenorthface.com.cn

Côte & Ciel
RMB12,074
ssense.com/en-cn

Beis
RMB467 
beistravel.com

Off-White
RMB1,755 
ssense.com/en-cn
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Côte & Ciel
RMB12,074
ssense.com/en-cn

F A S H I O N  |  L I F E  &  S T Y L E

Lululemon
RMB1,280 
Lululemon.cn 

Adidas
RMB999
Adidas.com.cn

Arc’teryx
RMB900 
arcteryx.com/cn/en

Herschel
RMB528 
herschel.world.tmall.com

Fila
RMB539 
fila.cn

Herschel
RMB989 
herschel.world.tmall.com
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GANSU’S GOLDEN CITY
Get Lost in Lanzhou
By Jesse Pottinger

Nestled in the mountainous upper reaches 
of the Yellow River, Lanzhou is the in-
dustrial capital city of Gansu province 

and acts as a major center for transport, con-
necting China’s East and West. Once known as 
the Golden City, it was a key stopping point on 
the northern Silk Road, and has a fascinating 
2,000-year-long history during which it came 
under the rule of Tibetan, Mongolian and Han 
empires.

Today, Lanzhou’s urban area is home to 
nearly 3 million residents and is an impor-
tant contributor to China’s petrochemical and 
heavy industries. The city is also the heart of 
Gansu culture, and is renowned for its culinary 
delicacies, historical heritage and architecture. 
Hui Muslims make up a significant portion of 
the population, and their influence can be felt 
throughout Lanzhou. Several beautiful and 
distinct mosques dot the city – notably Xiguan, 
Qiaomen, Lingmingtan and Lanzhou Water 
Mosque – and some of the most famous local 
dishes come from the Hui people. It is also the 
site of the first permanent bridge to cross the 
Yellow River, as well as two impressive water-
wheels, the older of which was invented by Duan 
Xu during the Ming Dynasty. 

White Pagoda Mountain is home to the 
famous White Pagoda Temple that sits on its 

summit. The 17-meter-tall brick structure 
was erected in memory of a Tibetan lama who 
died in Lanzhou during a journey to Mongolia, 
where he was to meet with Genghis Khan. The 
mountain is also famous for its ‘three treas-
ures,’ the Elephant Leather Drum, bronze bells 
and Chinese redbud tree, the latter of which 
unfortunately died as a result of dry weather. 
Other famous parks in the city include Wuquan 
Mountain Park, Binhe Park and Lanzhou Yintan 
Wetland Park. Indeed, one could spend weeks 
wandering through Lanzhou’s numerous green 
spaces alone. 

For history lovers, Gansu Provincial Museum 
is home to over 350,000 artifacts, many related 
to the Silk Road, the Stone Age and natural sci-
ences, and features a rotation of temporary ex-
hibitions throughout the year. Peckish travelers 
can head to Zhengning Lu in the evening to gorge 
on a smorgasbord of local eats, or visit the night 
market on Hezheng Jie, where rows of open-air 
stalls offer both food and Chinese goods. For 
those willing to venture outside the city limits, 
Bingling Si, a collection of cave grottoes contain-
ing intricate Buddhist mural paintings, lies 50 
kilometers to the northwest. Or head toward the 
Gobi Desert and explore the western terminus of 
the Great Wall. Whatever your calling, Lanzhou 
has the answer.

L I F E  &  S T Y L E  |  T R A V E L

Looking for more expert 
guides to China’s biggest cities 

and hottest destinations?  
Scan the QR code now to 

purchase our Explore China 
travel guide, which offers  
insider tips, detailed city 

guides and awesome day trips.
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Qiaomen Mosque
You’d be remiss to pass through Lanzhou without paying a visit to 
one of the city’s many mosques, each with its own particular gran-
deur. Among them, Qiaomen Mosque is one of the oldest, thought 
to be built in the Ming dynasty under the reign of Emperor Hongwu 
(1368-1398). Ever since, there has been some form of mosque in 
Qiaomen Xiang where the Qiaomen Mosque sits today, though the 
complex has been significantly expanded, particularly in 1722 under 
Emperor Kangxi. Qiaomen Mosque adheres to a traditional Chinese 
architectural style, as does Lingmingtang Mosque – another site 
that is well worth a visit. But if you’re interested in buildings with a 
more Arabian-inspired design, be sure to check out Lanzhou Water 
Mosque, situated near White Pagoda Mountain. Additionally, Xiguan 
Mosque, which draws influence from both Chinese and Islamic archi-
tecture, is rumored to have some of the best noodles in town nearby, 
as well as an exquisite bakery around the corner. 

Zhongshan Bridge
The first permanent bridge across the Yellow River saw construction begin 
in 1907 and finish in 1909 with the assistance of German engineers, and 
used only materials shipped from Germany. Originally called the Lanzhou 
Iron Bridge over the Yellow River (hats off for the creativity), it was later 
renamed Zhongshan Bridge in honor of Dr. Sun Yat-sen. Though it no long-
er services vehicle traffic, the bridge remains an iconic structure and cul-
tural symbol and is accessible for pedestrians, making for a relaxing walk 
with views of the mountains, river and cityscape. Try to visit after sunset, 
when the structure is illuminated with ever-changing colored lights. 

T R A V E L  |  L I F E  &  S T Y L ET R A V E L  |  L I F E  &  S T Y L E
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Zhengning Lu
Stroll through Zhengning Lu in the middle of the day and you’d be forgiv-
en for writing it off as your average Chinese street. Come 6pm, however, 
the 700-meter stretch of road evolves into a spectacle that is as visually 
stunning as it is tantalizing to the taste buds. Indeed, whether you’re a 
street-food aficionado or simply enjoy a tasty, affordable meal, Zhengning 
Lu is Lanzhou’s holy grail of culinary delight. Lined from end to end with 
food stalls and miniature eateries, patrons can find everything from tra-
ditional Hui Muslim cuisine to classic Chinese dishes. Potatoes slathered 
in chili sauce, juicy skewers of meat, heaps of noodles, jianbing and fresh 
flatbreads cooked in a tandoor-style oven. You name it, you can probably 
find it here.

Lanzhou Lamian
If you’ve spent some time in China and know only one thing 
about the city of Lanzhou, there’s a good chance it’s Lanzhou 
lamian (Lanzhou pulled noodles).  Travel to just about any 
major city in the Middle Kingdom and you’re bound to spot 
numerous shops of the same name, specializing in Muslim 
eats from none other than Gansu’s beautiful capital city. Of 
course, for the best Lanzhou pulled noodles, one must go to 
their place of origin. Lanzhou is dotted with countless hole-
in-the-wall restaurants offering variations of the tasty dish. 
Look out for the chefs repeatedly stretching – and occasion-
ally slamming on the table – large portions of dough before 
slicing them into perfect strands of noodles. These can then 
be added to a soup – usually mutton- or beef-based – or stir-
fried with a variety of sauces.

Rhino Craft Beer Bar
Looking for a nice, cold, non-generic beer while 
visiting Lanzhou? Then look no further than 
Rhino Craft Beer Bar, which pours a variety of 
small batch suds made both internationally and 
domestically in the Middle Kingdom. Located a 
short stroll from foodie heaven on Zhengning Lu, 
this bar offers a laidback ambiance and is a craft 
beer lover’s best bet in Lanzhou. 

> 811 Gannan Lu, Chengguan District 城关区甘南路811号
犀牛精酿 (86 181 8953 1001)

L I F E  &  S T Y L E  |  T R A V E L
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DRUMROLL

GUAN
The Hangzhou Producer On Punk Roots 
and Cinematic Influences
By Bryan Grogan 

Known for combining punk and industrial elements with techno 
and experimental club music, FunctionLab have quickly become 
one of the most talked-about independent music labels in the 
country. As one of the co-founders of the label, Guan has had a 
major impact on the club scene in both his base in Hangzhou and 
farther afield in Shanghai. With his latest release, Tuning Forks, 
he creates a very peculiar atmosphere that feeds into a world of 
sound. We linked up with Guan to talk more about his own taste 
in music and the direction of his label, FunctionLab. 

How did your interests in music evolve 
over time?

I first started making music about eight years 
ago. When I graduated from high school, I 
was playing in a punk band. I was a guitarist 
and occasionally a lead singer. At that time, 
I played with GG Lobster (now one of the 
partners of FunctionLab). I rarely listened to 
electronic music, and never went to a club. 
But I suddenly found that techno, synth punk 
and punk share a common spirit, so I started 
trying to make my club music.

Tell us about the FunctionLab setup.

The core members of FunctionLab are Juan 
Plus One, GG Lobster and me, who were all 
punk musicians. We were good friends before 
we began to make electronic music. Juan and 
I found that Hangzhou’s clubs were filled 
with foreign artists, so we wanted to hold 
local DJ activities and founded FunctionLab. 
Because we were both producers, we decided 
to distribute as well as make party music. 
What we want to do most is to motivate 

young people in Hangzhou to engage with 
avant-garde music, because we find that all 
culturally mature cities like Shanghai and 
Beijing have groups of pioneering young peo-
ple who do this.

Right now, in China, there seem to be quite 
a few producers who combine rock music 
elements with club music. Would you say 
that you also straddle this line of combin-
ing industrial, hardcore music with techno 
and what we might call typical club music? 

We all grew up listening to rock and roll and 
playing in bands. Although I don’t play in a 
band now, rock music still has a significant 
influence on my creations. Because we have 
experienced the pleasure of rock and roll’s 
emotional catharsis, that feeling still influ-
ences our thinking. When I am creating 
music, I care more about the emotions of 
music rather than the style. It doesn’t matter 
if it can be categorized as punk, techno or 
industrial music; I’m just trying to express 
my feelings. If I had to do only one thing, I 
might die.

Your music is very picturesque. Do you 
find inspiration from cinema, TV or art for 
the kind of vibe you want to create? 

Yes, the movies that have influenced me the 
most are older movies, such as Kill Bill, The 
Holy Mountain and other sci-fi or cult movies. 
Cinema has been very helpful for creating a 
sense of ritual in my music.

What does FunctionLab have planned for 
the rest of 2019?

FunctionLab plans to release more than 
six records in 2019. We are also trying to 
collaborate more with foreign artists, as we 
want to focus more on reaching out beyond 
China. At the end of this year, I myself will 
release a new EP with Merrie Records, and I 
am still planning a tour.

Listen to Guan’s new album Tuning 
Forks by scanning the QR code.

“If I had to do only one thing, I might die”
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Shanghai Fortress
This highly anticipated sci-fi film has been 
tipped as the next big blockbuster success 
in China. In the future, residents in Shanghai 
fight against an ongoing attack by insidious 
alien forces, who are attempting to harvest a 
precious hidden energy found on Earth. With 
Shanghai standing as the last hope for man-
kind, this film is a prime example of soft power 
in Chinese cinema and should cause much 
debate. While all of these aspects make the 
film exciting in itself, you can also get hyped to 
catch Kris Wu’s former bandmate and star of 
Matt Damon-fronted The Great Wall Lu Han as 
a soldier in the fight for mankind. 

Fast & Furious Presents: 
Hobbs & Shaw
It’s no secret that the Fast & Furious series has 
been hugely successful in China over the past 
few years. Dwayne Johnson, aka The Rock, re-
turns in his role as law enforcer Luke Hobbs, 
teaming up with former antagonist Deckard 
Shaw, played by Jason Statham, to take down 
genetically and technologically advanced Idris 
Elba, who is in possession of a dangerous chemi-
cal weapon. Expect all the best parts of the Fast 
& Furious series to come together here: cars, ac-
tion and plenty of explosions.

COMING TO A THEATER NEAR YOU

Hao
After the enormous success of this year’s Chinese 
blockbuster The Wandering Earth, a loose adaptation 
of the novella written by award-winning sci-fi author 
Liu Cixin, a renewed drive to have the author’s most fa-
mous works, celebrated trilogy Remembrance of Earth’s 
Past, made into a TV series has reportedly borne fruit. 
According to an approval document from the State 
Administration of Radio, Film and Television, refer-
enced in an article by Caixin Global, YooZoo 
Pictures will begin shooting the TV drama 
in September of this year, with the produc-
tion cycle set to last for 12 months. 

Bu Hao
Pace Gallery has closed its expansive 22,000-square-foot 
space in Beijing’s 798 Art District. The gallery initially 
opened in the capital back in 2008, becoming the first US 
contemporary art space to make its way to the Middle 
Kingdom. It will maintain an office and a viewing space 
in Beijing, however, continuing to represent and support 
its locally-based artists, with plans to collaborate with 
other spaces in Beijing in the future, a spokesperson at 
the gallery told That’s. Pace Gallery founder 
Arne Glimcher said that the Chinese main-
land’s exorbitant luxury tax rate on art 
purchases is a huge stumbling block for the 
development of China’s art industry. 

TRANSCRIBED

“Many people are asking why there is no Mushu 
the dragon and no singing, 
but some people say that 
making such an adaptation 
may be closer to the truth 
and closer to history” 
The internet was abuzz with conversation after the 
release of the first trailer for the live-action remake of popular Disney film Mulan. While some 
were disappointed to see notable character omissions from the original Disney 
animated film, released in 1998, netizens in China are reportedly excited to see 
whether the film can match up to the original folk tale of Mulan.
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SINO CELEB 

Wang Leehom
Many young hearts have been enthralled by Chinese-American singer Wang 
Leehom. He got his start in show business in the mid ’90s, and quickly became 
known for his heartfelt love songs. This July, Wang joined the team of mentors in 
the much-loved TV talent show Sing! China, which has helped to bring the Taiwan-
based musician back into the spotlight. Here are five fast facts about the hand-
some Mandopop icon.  

Chinese Pride
Wang was born in Rochester, New York into an af-
fluent immigrant family from Taiwan. He is often 
hailed by Chinese media as a role model for the 
Chinese diaspora because of his optimistic out-
look and successful career. 

Descendent of the Dragon
His cover of the Mandarin song 'Descendant of 
the Dragon' incorporates Chinese musical instru-
ments like the erhu and has become a must-see at 
his concerts. 

Violin Prodigy 
Wang picked up the stringed instrument at 6 
years old and became a violinist for a youth or-
chestra at 13, at which age he composed his first 
song. 

Top Student
Many young Chinese people look up to Wang, in part because he 
himself was an excellent young student. He won the National Merit 
Scholarship and graduated from two prestigious institutes of higher 
education – Williams College and Berklee College of Music. 

Disaster Director  
Besides his music career, Wang has also made his name in cinema 
and has appeared in Ang Lee’s Lust, Caution and Michael Mann’s 
Blackhat, acting alongside Chris Hemsworth. His first go at direct-
ing, with Chinese film Love in Disguise was, to put it mildly, unsuc-
cessful. 

E D I T E D  B Y  B R Y A N  G R O G A N  /  A R T S @ U R B A N A T O M Y . C O M
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THERE AND BACK 
The fin.’s Yuto Uchino on Keeping an Open Heart and Exploring New Places
By Valerie Osipov

The fin. is no new player in the vast 
catalog of indie music, especially as a 
popular touring act in China over the 

past few years. The two-piece dream-pop 
band out of Kobe, Japan have been mak-
ing music since 2012, when the group ini-
tially formed and released a single track on 
Soundcloud. After accumulating a steady fan-
base online for their ethereal style of mellow 
indie rock, The fin. went on to debut their 
first self-released EP Glowing on the Shore, 
followed by a full-length album titled Days 
With Uncertainty in 2014. That same year, the 
band performed at Japan’s Fuji Rock Festival.

Inspired by the lazy chillwave perfected 
by modern indie bands like Washed Out and 
groovy synth-driven dance pop of the ’80s, 
The fin. deals in softly textured soundscapes 
that are both melancholy and uplifting by 
nature. Tracks like ‘Night Time,’ the hit 
single from Days With Uncertainty, are ef-
fortless and beautiful, rocking sweetly with 
emotion and honeyed guitar riffs.

After a couple of EP releases, the band 
picked up and relocated to London in 2017 
to hone their craft and further develop their 
sound. It wasn’t until early last year that 
they finally debuted their second full-length 
album, There, produced by Briton Bradley 
Spence, who is known for working with art-
ists like Jamiroquai, Radiohead and alt-J. 
More recently, the band dropped a new single 
called ‘Come Further,’ a lush lo-fi track that 
could easily be mistaken for a lost Tame 
Impala B-side.

 The band’s current members include 
lead vocalist Yuto Uchino and bassist Kaoru 
Nakazawa, who was formerly the drummer 
before the departure of their original bassist 
Takayasu Taguchi in 2017. One of the core 
members, guitarist Ryosuke Odagaki, also 
left the band this past March, a surprising an-
nouncement that came via the band’s official 
Twitter account.

Riding the highs and lows, The fin. is 
touring again this year in support of There, 
and find themselves returning to China. We 
checked in with lead vocalist Uchino to see 
what the London-based band’s been up to 
since their move and the process of crafting 
their latest record.

A R T S  |  M U S I C
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THERE AND BACK 
The fin.’s Yuto Uchino on Keeping an Open Heart and Exploring New Places
By Valerie Osipov

Welcome back to China! What are you most 
looking forward to while touring here 
again?

Thank you very much! The greatest thing about 
[going on] a big tour is that it’s unpredictable. 
You can develop not only your shows, but also 
your character while on tour. I always feel so far 
away from home when I’m in China – in a good 
way, of course. I think it’s always easy to find 
new emotions and sensations when you’re in 
unfamiliar places.

You’ve said before that English isn’t your 
first language, but it’s your first music 
language. Can you elaborate more on that? 
Do you find you can express more with your 
lyrics?

I think so, because my music library is full of 
English songs. I used to write in Japanese, but 
I didn’t feel it fit right, in terms of rhythm, I 
guess. I didn’t [even] like to sing in the first 
place, until I started to write and sing in 
English. I [originally] just wanted to become 
a guitarist. It’s much more natural to sing and 
write songs in English now.

What brought on your relocation to London?

It was essential for me to see [what it was 
like] outside of my own country. I learned so 
many things through the culture and people 
[in London]. Now I like [both] London and my 
hometown. I think my heart is more open than 
before. I’ve always felt that Japan is a place that 

is a bit closed and different, so some-
times people forget to open up their 
hearts. 

Also, I’m really interested in seeing 
how humans develop this world and 
how it works, so I want to keep learning. 
There are so many things that you don’t 
see unless you jump into it.

Your long-awaited new album There 
came out last March. How did you 
approach this record compared to 
your earlier material? 

I recorded almost every piece on my 
own in my studio, which I used to have 
in Tokyo, and mixed and produced eve-
rything in London. It’s always exciting 
and easy to work with producers Bradley 
Spence and Alexander Beitzke. They’re 
just great. I respect them so much and 
hope to work with them more in the 
future.

That was my very first time working 
with someone else, as I was recording 
and mixing the previous album alone. It 
turned out so well, and I learned so many 

things from the producers.
I wrote this album while I was tour-

ing the US and Asia. I found so many 
walls [and obstacles] in front of me, and 
I wanted to overcome them by express-
ing [my emotions] through music. I was 
really cautious about being honest and 
pure about my feelings at the time.

What can China-based fans expect 
from your shows here?

We’re planning to play some new tunes... 
There will be plenty of energy on stage 
so [get ready] for it! As always, we are 
thankful for China’s strong support and 
love. I feel happy when we exchange 
love and peace, and I hope we can make 
everyone happy throughout the tour in 
return.

Fri Sept 6, 8.30-10pm; RMB150 presale, RMB180 
full price. Mao Livehouse, 1/F, Zhongzhou 
Trading Center, Huizhan Nan Wu Lu, Haizhu 
District 海珠区会展南五路中州交易中心1楼 
(showstart.com)
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STATE OF THE ART
Galleries Sustaining the Contemporary Art Scene in Guangdong
By Bryan Grogan

Perhaps one of the more significant 
events in recent times for art in 
Guangdong came with the first show-

ing of Canton Express at the 50th Venice 
Biennale in 2003. Collecting works by some 
of the most significant artistic groups at large 
in Guangdong throughout the ’80s, ’90s and 
early ’00s, such as the Yangjiang Youth, Big 
Tail Elephants Group, U-Theque and Libreria 
Borges, Canton Express was a coming to-
gether of fundamental artists such as Zheng 
Guogu, Chen Shaoxiong and Ou Ning – folks 
whose singular influence continues with their 
contribution to art scenes in the South today. 

That exhibition has since been shown 
in Hong Kong, and topics discussed back in 

2003 remain relevant today, such as the ideas 
explored in San Yuan Li, an experimental film 
made by U-Theque, which explores the colli-
sion of rural and metropolitan life in urban 
villages.

As far as the modern work of these art-
ists, Zheng Guogu had works exhibited with 
Vitamin Creative Space at Art Basel in Hong 
Kong this year, while his first solo exhibition 
in the US, Visionary Transformation, took 
place from March until June at Moma PS1 in 
New York. Elsewhere, Chen Tong remains 
a stolid pillar in Guangzhou, with his work 
being shown at the video art archive Video 
Bureau as well as the gallery Cantonbon and 
bookstore Libreria Borges, all based near 

Beijing Lu. Chen Shaoxiong has work that is 
currently on show at UCCA in Beijing, along-
side other transformative ’90s artists like Ren 
Jian and Wang Jin. 

With that being said, it is somewhat 
perturbing to place the art infrastructure in 
Guangzhou alongside fellow first-tier cities 
like Beijing and Shanghai. While international 
galleries have planted their roots in those 
cities to the north, Guangzhou has received 
little to no investment. Even Chengdu in the 
West has established its own art fair – Art 
Chengdu – which has become an unmissable 
event on the annual art calendar. Further 
investment in Hong Kong, however, is result-
ing in more interest in putting on shows by 
Cantonese artists, from the likes of Para-Site 
in Hong Kong and Edouard Malingue Gallery 
in Shanghai. 

The most talked about gallery and art 
space opening in the city of Guangzhou over 
the past few years was the K11 art shopping 
mall, located off Huacheng Dadao in the city’s 
central business district. While the name K11 
rings bells with many, it has struggled to live 
up to the hype, with just a handful of open-
ings at the mall’s exhibition area, Chii Space. 

More important for the artistic ecosystem 
of the city and the region was the opening 
of Canton Gallery in sleepy Haizhu district. 
Albeit a small space that is well-hidden in 
crumbling industrial parks between Shayuan 
and Changgang and close to the river border 
with neighboring Foshan, Canton Gallery has 
been integral in presenting and promoting 
new artistic voices, including artists who 
have graduated from the nearby Guangzhou 
Academy of Fine Arts and represent the 
next wave of so-called Cantonese art, or 
Guangdong art. 
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Folks that we’ve seen pass through 
Canton Gallery include Huang Shan of 
Mountain, River, Jump!, Chen Dandizi and 
Chen Pai’an, all relatively young and hun-
gry artists. The gallery is undoubtedly one 
of the most important exhibition spaces in 
Guangzhou. 

Chen Pai’an, an alumnus of Canton 
Gallery, has shown his works in the space on 
two separate occasions. He recently finished 
up an exhibition entitled What Kinda Joke Is 
This at the beginning of July. His drawings 
and paintings are superbly modern, in that 
they present the ludicrous nature of certain 
aspects of our current media- and money-
driven society. 

On the opposite end of that particular run 
resides Huang Shan. Part of Mountain, River, 
Jump!, a duo made up of her and sister Huang 
He, their work has been included in group ex-
hibitions in spaces such as Long March Space 
in Shanghai and K11 Chii Art Space in Hong 
Kong. Their work deals with a diverse range 
of topics, such as divination, spirituality and 
Chinese mythology. 

Located in close proximity to Canton 
Gallery is Seong Jeong Tai, a creative space, 
meeting point and location for all man-
ner of events. Translated as The Balcony, 
Seong Jeong Tai is similar to Canton Gallery 
in that it is hidden away and hard to find. 
Folks from Seong Jeong Tai regularly team 
up with researchers and organizers work-
ing at Huangbian Station, which is funded by 
Times Art Museum in the suburbs of the city’s 
Baiyun district. 

In many ways, as these connections tend 
to point out, the art scene and ecosystem in 
Guangzhou remains well connected and well-
funded. Chen Pai’an remains optimistic about 
the future for art in Guangzhou, saying “the 
situation in Hong Kong creates opportuni-
ties. It draws attention and investment to the 
whole Pearl River Delta, including in the art 
scene. The border has opened enough to al-
low this.”

Canton Gallery: B101, building No.10, 38 Quantang 
Lu, Haizhu District 海珠区泉塘路38号十号楼B幢101 
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I’LL HAVE  
A NEW BODY
 (I’LL HAVE A NEW LIFE)

China’s Cosmetic 
Surgery Boom
By Bryan Grogan  
(additional reporting by Jack Douglas and Yihan Chen)
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T
he numbers don’t lie; the beauty 
industry in China is rising fast. As 
demand for skincare products, make-
up and surgical procedures grow, so 

are local entrepreneurs and corporations 
striving to nab a chunk of the pie. Earlier this 
year, Japanese media outlet Nikkei Asian 
Review made the statement that beauty has 
become the new buzzword in the tech world, 
and it is certainly hard to disagree with that 
assessment. While other industries, like the 
manufacturing, automobile and tech sectors, 
have been slowing, the Chinese beauty market 
is booming, with a multitude of factors feeding 
its growth. 

On the one hand, disposable income has 
risen in China. On the other hand, social apps 
like WeChat and Meitu in China – as well 
as Instagram, Snapchat and others – have 
changed the way people perceive how they 
look, and how beauty companies market their 
products to the world. 

While the industry is undoubtedly changing, 
it seems that these alterations are coming at 
a great time for firms like L’Oreal, the biggest 
beauty company in the world. L’Oreal came 
out in June to say that its business in China 
has never been better, with sales doubling 
over the past four years and China now 
accounting for 10% of the company’s global 
sales. 

As such, it’s fair to say that being beautiful has 
never been more important in China. But what 
exactly is driving this beauty industry boom? 

22 MILLION 
Chinese people underwent 
cosmetic surgery in 2018

USD80 MILLION 
Spent on the cosmetic  

surgery industry in China 

10%
Growth in the number of 
cosmetic surgery facilities  

in China

*According to a report released by social 
networking site Gengmei
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“Consider the following Chinese proverb: ‘Your face 
is your rice bowl (脸蛋就是饭碗).’ It shows how 
important being beautiful is and how deep the 

roots of this attitude go,” London and Shanghai-based dental 
surgeon and aesthetic practitioner Souphiyeh Samizadeh 
reflects. She has been living between China and the UK for 
almost four years, acting as a visiting associate professor, 
while taking stock of the Chinese plastic surgery market and 
contributing to studies on modern beauty ideals.  

The idea of beauty having a direct impact on one’s life, 
and the chances that a person has in life, is not new. Plenty of 
research into the existence of appearance-based bias in job 
markets around the world have found that the attractiveness of 
applicants has an outstanding effect on their success in getting 
a job. 

As competition in China’s jobs market only seems to be 
getting more intense, it seems natural for recent graduates to 
fork out money for cosmetic surgeries – such as double eyelid 
surgery and botox – to improve their chances of making a 
good first impression on their resumes and in interviews (Note: 
Resumes in China often feature a job candidate’s photo). 

This is what we call an unfortunate truth – a dirty secret 
that we, as participants in a so-called equal opportunity 
society, would like to ignore. In China, it is, as Shenzhen-
based YouTuber and tech maven Naomi Wu points out, just 
one more aspect of society that is resoundingly unfair. 

“Of course, anyone can choose to take the high road and 
opt out, but no one really cares in China if you are ‘natural.’ 
They’ll simply not get the benefits. Of course, it’s ‘not fair’ but 
neither is a rural hukou, the gaokao having such a definitive 
effect on your career trajectory or a million other things – 
China is not a fair place. 

“Plastic surgery means that those of us who are 
hardworking and studious don’t lose out in life just because 
we didn’t win the pretty lottery at birth. While modern beauty 
standards are horrible, at the end of the day, brains can buy 
you beauty but beauty can never buy you brains.” 

Wu herself has surgically enhanced breasts. “I wanted to 
look cartoonishly feminine even if that appearance was a bit 
at odds with my chosen profession,” she tells us. Wu made her 
living as a computer programmer before she began to create 
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content for YouTube.
Since beginning her channel she has gained a huge 

following, with her highest watched video sitting at the 35 
million view mark. Her content largely revolves around gadgets 
and maker culture – not exactly the most popular topics in 
the world, yet she currently boasts over 900,000 subscribers. 
She has become, for some, a poster girl for the dynamic tech 
scene in Shenzhen and China as a whole, and at least some of 
that success can be attributed to her appearance. 

As Wu points out, beauty has an undeniable effect on how 
we are perceived. In certain ways, it can predetermine how 
people treat us, how happy we feel, how successful we are. 
Essentially, it can determine what opportunities we get and 
where we can go in life. While people in China certainly have 
more disposable income than in years gone by, that does not 
translate to social mobility, as the divide between the richest 
people in the country and those closer to the bottom remains 
very large. 

Modern innovations such as machine learning and 
artificial intelligence promise a world in which human 
prejudice is replaced by genuine computerized objectivity. 
While these machines have already been integrated for many 
uses in Chinese society today, we’re still a long way from these 
technologies reaching their full potential. 

In a country like China, the brutally competitive job 
landscape has forced people to get creative in their search to 
gain a foothold in the job market. Parents are even putting 
their children’s genes to the test. In an article published by MIT 
Technology Review earlier this year, the publication explored 
talent testing in Shenzhen, a questionable means of prodding 
at the DNA of young children to discover their innate talents. 
While not necessarily related to beauty, this idea of gaining 
an early lead in the highly competitive education and jobs 
landscape is clearly driving people to extreme lengths.

“I think most young Chinese people these days get plastic 
surgery for fairly practical, evidence-based reasons. More 
attractive people have better life outcomes in every society, 
they earn more, are considered more trustworthy, more 
intelligent, receive more favorable rulings in court cases,” Wu 
reiterates, adding “It’s such an incredibly powerful unconscious 
bias that everyone thinks that they, personally, are immune to, 
but the numbers say otherwise.”

This unconscious bias not only applies to the job market, 
it seems. According to a recent study by social scientists at 
China Agricultural University, students in migrant schools 
are also subject to appearance bias when manually graded 
by teachers, with appearance accounting for a mark-up in 
language scores like English and Chinese, as well as maths. 
Just like the jobs market, the schooling system in China is 
immensely competitive. 

It’s hardly a surprise then, that the age at which people 
are having plastic surgery is getting younger. According to 
figures collected by Chinese company Gengmei, 54% of those 
who had cosmetic procedures in 2018 were under the age of 
28, while people born after 2000, i.e. people of the age of 
18 or under, accounted for 8% of those who had undergone 
cosmetic surgery. While that number pales alongside different 
age groups that took part in the survey, 8% of the 22 million 
people who did have cosmetic surgery in 2018 comes 
to around 1.75 million people under the age of 19, an 
enormous figure.

For many, this trend is frightening. While those of us who 
were not raised on the internet were told that beauty is only 
skin deep, increasingly younger generations are bombarded 
with Photoshopped, filtered pictures of physically enhanced 
models, actors and superstars. The age of social media is 
seemingly ensuring that a new phase of beauty has arrived.

At the end of the day, 
brains can buy you 
beauty, but beauty 

can't buy you brains
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after 2000

after 1995

after 1990

after 1970 8%
15%

31%
after 1980

30%

16%

Source: Gengmei

PERCENTAGE OF AGE GROUPS  
HAVING PLASTIC SURGERY

POPULAR FACE SHAPES IN CHINA

Source: Gengmei

Elf face

Supermodel  
face

Catfish  
face

Manga  
face

First-love  
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China: -USD7.4 billion  
(net export deficit up 870.8% since 2014)

NEGATIVE IMPORTS ON BEAUTY PRODUCTS
 (SUBTRACTING MONEY EARNED FOR EXPORTS FROM MONEY SPENT ON THE IMPORT OF BEAUTY PRODUCTS):

Source: World of Exports
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Russia: -USD1 billion (down -1.7%)

United Arab Emirates: -USD669.3 million (down -3.5%)

Australia: -USD430.4 million (up 11%)

Thailand: -USD416 million (up 334.9%)

Malaysia: -USD304.8 million (up 81.2%)

Canada: -USD375.8 million (up 22%)

Vietnam: -USD346.4 million (up 899.8%)

Norway: -USD305.4 million (up 0.6%)

Mexico: -USD300.9 million (up 48.8%)

United Kingdom: -USD277.5 million (up 38%)

Austria: -USD268 million (up 19.2%)

THE INCREASED EARNINGS OF THE 
COSMETIC PROCEDURES MARKET IN CHINA: 

RMB
308.8 Billion

(RMB)

(year)

RMB
381.7 Billion

RMB
495.3 Billion

2015 2016 2017

500
Billion

400
Billion

300
Billion

Source: Gengmei
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In June of this year, Alipay 
announced that they would 
introduce beautifying filters for 

their facial recognition payment 
systems, after a survey undertaken 
by Sina Technology found that users 
were unhappy with the quality of the 
payment systems’ images. 

The move feels significant. On the 
one hand, Alipay are pacifying customers 
who are clearly not satisfied with how they 
look while paying for goods. On the other 
hand, this move is another clear sign that 
beautifying filters are increasingly pervasive 
within modern Chinese society and are 
changing the way we interact with the world 
and the way we perceive ourselves. 

This latter point has been the cause of 
much concern. There has even been a term 
coined for this new form of body dysmorphia, 
‘Snapchat dysmorphia,’ so-called because of the 
beautifying filters available for users of popular 
social app, Snapchat. The term was originally coined 
in 2018 by British cosmetic doctor, Tijion Esho, as 
a response to the rising trend of young patients using 
pictures of themselves that had been adjusted using 
photo filters to communicate the cosmetic changes that 
they want to be made when consulting with cosmetic 
surgeons. 

In China, selfie culture has blown up, in large part 
due to the Instagram-like app Meitu. This selfie boom 
has made an empire out of Meitu, with plans now in 
place by the company to expand into physical services. 
Meitu is now worth almost USD5 billion, according 
to Crunchbase, with the company leading the way in 
virtual makeup try on services. A significant example 
of where the company is heading is its MeituSpa, 
an AI-powered skin cleansing device that provides 
personalized skincare recommendations, a 
powerful product for beauty die-hards in this 
technological age.

The beauty industry as a whole is increasing 
rapidly in China. According to Euromonitor, 
China is the second largest beauty market in 
the world, and is only getting bigger. Some 
of China’s largest corporations, namely the 
BAT (Baidu, Alibaba, Tencent) triumvirate, are 
branching out to meet the growing demands, 
and opportunities, in this market, investing heavily 
in up-and-coming beauty companies, while also 
creating products like Alibaba’s Magic Mirror, an 
8-inch mirror equipped with a smart speaker, which 
adjusts light settings to give users a perfect view of 
their faces no matter the environment. The AI-device 
also offers users beauty tips and connects users with 
Alibaba’s Tmall platform.

Elsewhere, Tencent-backed cosmetic surgery 
social media application SoYoung Technology raised 
over USD175 million in a Nasdaq IPO earlier this 
year. SoYoung connects users seeking aesthetic surgery 
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advice and procedures with 
knowledgable doctors, and has 

been downloaded over 10 million 
times. The company accounted for 

over one-third of China’s cosmetic 
treatments booked online in 2018. 

Platforms like Gengmei and SoYoung 
are normalizing the consumption of cosmetic 

surgery. The idea of being surgically enhanced is 
scary to consider for some folks, but we are living 

in a new age where our communication options 
are enhanced, our ability to satisfy the majority 

of our desires from the comfort of our couch is 
enhanced and our ability to heighten our perceived 
beauty online has been enhanced. It stands to reason 
that, if the option is there, why not enhance our own 
beauty. 

According to Gengmei’s report on the industry, 
such bizarrely named facial shapes as ‘elf face,’ 
‘supermodel face,’ ‘catfish face,’ ‘manga face,’ ‘first-
love face’ and ‘world-weary face’ have become popular 
options for young people seeking facial reconstruction. 

For Zhou, a 21-year-old currently living and studying 
in Shanghai, she decided to have double eyelid surgery 
after seeing how well it worked for her friends. “I think it’s 
cost-effective to do double eyelid surgery. I’m satisfied with 
it. It’s a once-and-for-all deal,” she tells us. 

Her father paid for her to have the surgery when she 
was 18, and since then has found that she feels more 
confident. While this particular surgery, which she 
had in a Shanghai hospital, worked out well, Zhou 
is unsure if she would have surgery in China in the 
future, saying that the country’s plastic surgery 
amenities are reputedly not as good as those in 
other countries, such as Japan. 

Aesthetic practitioner Souphiyeh Samizadeh 
tells us, “In Europe, our clinics are still discrete 
and boutique like. In China you see very large 
cosmetic hospitals everywhere with marketing 
for cosmetic procedures all around you.” 

In China, in order to garner more 
sales, cosmetic surgery apps like Gengmei 
offer discounts during the holidays and 
after graduation. The app also works in 
combination with Alipay’s microlending 
service Huabei, according to Sixth Tone, to 
help fund cosmetic procedures.  

More personalized marketing strategies 
are also helping to sell beauty products. The 
age of wanghong (or Key Opinion Leaders) 
is allowing beauty companies to harness 
the specialized audiences and trust that fans 

have for KOLs to sell products and garner 
interest through social media outlets like Weibo, 

Xiaohongshu and Meitu. 
And so, as this open attitude towards plastic 

surgery flourishes, and with the growth of platforms 
like Gengmei and SoYoung, as well as the continued 

growth in the number of cosmetic procedure facilities 
in the country, it seems like a matter of time before 

China is on a level with the likes of Japan and South 
Korea. 

In China you see 
very large cosmetic 

hospitals everywhere, 
with marketing for 

cosmetic procedures 
all around you
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The Asian market for plastic surgery is 
growing exponentially. Until recently 
South Korea stood head and shoulders 

above the rest of the continent in terms of the 
country’s cosmetic services industry. It has 
been widely reported that the Asian nation 
has the highest rate of plastic surgery per 
capita in the world, with Business Insider 
estimating that somewhere between 33-50% 
of South Korean women aged 19-29, have 
had some form of cosmetic surgery. 

Like all bubbles, however, that figure was 
bound to burst. In 2018, women in South 
Korea began to rebel against what they felt 
was a societally imposed idea of what beauty 
is. The ‘No Corset Movement’ picked up 
steam as notable livestreamers like Lina Bae 
began to support this movement away from 
cosmetics and beauty products. Bae’s move 
to align with the ‘No Corset Movement’ 
came with plenty of support, but also resulted 
in the YouTuber receiving death threats. 

In some ways, what is happening now 
in China bears resemblance to the beauty 
industry landscape in South Korea. As 
Souphiyeh Samzideh tells us “In Asia, the 
majority of cosmetic patients are from the 
younger generation, this has been the case 
for a very long time. The idea of getting 
eyelid surgery as a graduation present from 
one’s parents is not uncommon or unusual 
here.” Of the young women that we spoke 
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to about their cosmetic surgery procedures, 
the vast majority of them had been 18 or 19 
when they went under the knife. 

And while the infrastructure for plastic 
surgery is certainly increasing, there has, 
thus far, been very little online, or offline, 
reaction to the country’s growing beauty 
consciousness. The most popular cosmetic 
procedures have been, and remain, double 
eyelid surgery, botox injections or surgery 
to change the shape of the jaw, as well 
as dermal fillers to alter the shape of the 
bridge of the nose. Comparatively, popular 
procedures in the West generally aim to 
reduce the signs of ageing. 

As Naomi Wu tells us “I think certain 
types of plastic surgery will fall in and out 
of favor. In the West, obviously, augmented 
breasts are vulgar and unfashionable in 
many circles, while fat grafting and black 
market filler injections are ‘in.’ Likewise, there 
is nothing in current plastic surgery fashion so 
deeply rooted in Chinese culture that it won’t 
fall out of favor eventually.”

The future for just about anything is 
uncertain, but, with all things being equal, 
you can likely rest assured that the market 
for beauty products, cosmetics and plastic 
surgery will keep on growing as beauty 
consciousness continues to change.

There is nothing in 
current plastic surgery 

fashion so deeply 
rooted in Chinese 

culture that it won't fall 
out of favor eventually
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FOOD, DRINK
& EVENTS
IN  SHENZHEN

Chicken Dinner
P48

Stacks on Stacks
P53

Cold as Ice
The Ice Cream Feature You Want and Need, p50
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If you’ve spent any time in Guangdong, chances are you’ve spotted 
lychees being sold in a market or on the street. The fruit is native to the 
province and is beloved by many for its white, sweet-scented flesh. 

BRAVO LYCHEE SESSION IPA 
Fruity Fun in the Sun
By Ryan Gandolfo

BEER OF THE MONTH

Bravo, a Guangzhou-based 
craft brewery known to 
churn out some pretty 

flavorful suds, has a brew that 
galvanizes lychee lovers (our-
selves included). Their Nice 
Lychee Session IPA checks all 
the boxes for a fun, fruity brew 
that we consider an ally in our 
quest to beat South China’s un-
relenting summer heat.

Based off the bottle’s color-
ful, outer space-themed label, 
we’ve concluded this beer was 
brewed with the intention of 
transporting drinkers out of 
this world. While we didn’t 
exactly leave the stratosphere, 
we found the brew to be a real 
delight in these brutally hot 
Guangzhou months.

Coming in at 4.5% ABV, 
these suds are light enough to 
knock back a few with the gang 
and not feel bogged down by 
the bitterness that comes with 
a standard IPA. From the mo-
ment you crack open this beer, 
the distinct fruity tones of fra-
grant lychee come to fruition in 
a delightful manner. The beer is 
slightly bitter and malty with a 
light to medium body. 

Recently named 2019 
Berlin International Beer 
Competition’s ‘China Brewery 
of the Year,’ Bravo has more 
than a few notable craft beers 
we’re digging, such as the Pride 
of 020 IPA, the White Knight 
Belgian Wit and, our personal 
favorite, the Mango Pomelo 
Crème Milkshake IPA.

If you’re in Guangzhou, 
be sure to stop by Bravo’s 
brewpub for a pint, other-
wise you can order a case on 
Taobao. 

Search ‘Nice而撕荔枝社交印度淡色艾尔’ 

(Nice Lychee Session IPA) on Taobao to 

purchase a six-pack for RMB108. 
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GRAPE
We’re digging:

We’re done with:

THE SCANDALOUS SCOOP

The return of xiaolongxia; KFC’s launch 
of a vegetarian-friendly mushroom and 
cheeseburger; Heytea’s delicious collab 
with Ovaltine; Vedett on tap at Beeplus 
Co-working Space; McDonald’s new 
Coca-Cola chicken wings (yum!); 
Magpie’s new summer menu; the fact 
Craft Head 2.0 is back at full steam at 
their new location; and Woodpecker’s 
one-year anniversary celebration!   

Guangzhou’s second Michelin Guide, 
meh; summer, it’s way too hot for the 
patio right now; and the fact Shenzhen 
burger purveyor Starling was unable 
to survive in distant Shunde district of 
Foshan. 

VINE

Order any McDonald’s meal and there’s a 
good chance your food is served with a side of 
Coke. Less common, and perhaps previously 
unheard of outside of China, is the combining 
of the accompanying beverage with the meal 
itself.  

Unlike the classic seared cola chicken dish 
popular in North China, this fast food vari-
ation is deep-fried, making it really hard to 
mess up.

At first bite, the crisp, greasy chicken 
blends with its cola coating to create a sweet 
and savory flavor that has an almost cinna-
mon-like taste. 

After the second bite, the Coca-Cola be-
gins to truly reveal itself. The cola syrup is 
visible on the breaded coating of the wings, 
but hints of sweetness seem to trickle into the 
meat as well.  

Minutes after we finish the final wing, a 
flavor comparable to the five-cent pop-bottle 
gummies that you get at convenience stores 
lingers on the tongue like the notes of vanilla 
and fruit in a finely aged whiskey. Yeah, we just 
compared chicken wings to high-end booze. 

In reality, there’s nothing special, nor ap-

pealing, about the idling remains of fructose 
and grease in one’s mouth, but we digress. 
For what they are – an unusual fast food-soft 
drink fusion – McDonald’s Coca-Cola chicken 
wings are tasty and you should definitely 
give them a try. 

Who’s eating them: fast-food fanatics, kids 
whose parents don’t cook
Price: RMB12 for a wing and drumstick

WE TRY IT

McDonald’s Coca-Cola Chicken Wings
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This month we set our sights 
on another go-to waimai op-
tion: Sukiya. This Japanese-style 
fast food chain is spread across 
Guangzhou like white on rice 
and also serves up mouthwater-
ing dishes for hungry Shenzhen 
patrons at a few locations. 

While we usually focus on 
one specific dish for our ‘What’s 
on Waimai’ column, this month 
we’re taking on the whole shop. 
Sukiya has two notable menu 
items we’re especially digging, 
donburi and okonomiyaki. 
Donburi is a glorious blend of 
flavorful meat and vegetables 
over a fluffy bed of rice. Prices 
range from RMB16-35 depend-
ing on the serving size. The 
eatery’s okonomiyaki is another 
classic Japanese dish, with vari-
ous meats and vegetables com-
bined to make an epic, savory 

WHAT’S ON WAIMAI

Sukiya

TIRE TRACKS 

With a culinary influence that spans the 
entire globe, Cantonese food is by no 
means lacking recognition on the world 
stage. But with the announcement of 
2018’s Michelin Guide Guangzhou – only 
the second city on the Chinese mainland to 
earn the distinction – the local F&B com-
munity was nonetheless thrilled to see 
Guangzhou incorporated into the undis-
puted champion of food guides. 

With prestige and influence that can 
propel a restaurant to the top of the ranks, 
the Michelin Guide identifies the very best 
in regional dining, breaking down their 
picks into five categories: Three Star, Two 
Star, One Star, Bib Gourmand and Michelin 
Plate, each with its own specific definition. 

Michelin Guide Guangzhou 2019 comes 
hot on the heels of the recent addition of 
10 new Bib Gourmand restaurants an-
nounced in the city last month. And late 
last year, Michelin released a guide specifi-

Michelin Returns to Neighboring Canton

pancake. Prices for this lunch-
time slugger are a bit higher, 
ranging from RMB25-42.

Other waimai recom-
mendations include their 
Japanese-style curry, miso 
soup, fried hash browns and, 
well let’s be honest, every-
thing but the octopus balls. 
One thing to keep in mind: 
The sizes don’t vary much, so 
even if you’re starving beyond 
a doubt, aim for one of the 
smaller bowls to save some 
kuai.

Price: RMB25-35 
Good for: a cheaper Japanese 
alternative to sushi
Search for: 食其家 (shi qi jia)
Available on: Meituan

cally highlighting the exemplary Michelin-
rated Cantonese food eateries found across 
Asia, Europe and the USA. 

While there were several notable One 
Star restaurants listed in last year’s guide, 
not a single Two- or Three-Star ranking was 
awarded to a Guangzhou eatery in 2018. This 
year, one Canton restaurant, Jiang by Chef 
Fei, has propelled itself to a new echelon, 
receiving Two Stars. It marks the first time 
a Guangzhou restaurant has received Two 
Stars.

The list features 11 Michelin Star restau-
rants, adding three new eateries from last 
year’s guide. The guide also includes 28 Bib 
Gourmand restaurants and 40 Michelin Plate 
restaurants. More importantly, this year’s list 
features 18 different cuisines, 
from Cantonese to Indonesian 
to vegetarian. For the full list of  
winners, scan the QR code. 
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Six Chinese Convenience Store Ice Cream Champs
By Ryan Gandolfo, Phoebe Kut, Valerie Osipov 

COLD AS ICE

It’s hot. We get it. Whether you’re in the capital city or living in the PRD, the sun is out and the 
centigrade is through the f*ckin’ roof. While living out the rest of the summer inside is tempting, 

there are things to do and people to see.
So, next time you’re out and about, swing by your local convenience store and snag yourself an 

ice cream, because, let’s face it, nothing beats the summer heat like an ice-cold treat. 
Below, we give you some of our favorite Chinese ice creams (no Häagen-Dazs here, folks) to cool 

you off before that Beijing bikini comes out.

E A T  &  D R I N K  |  F E A T U R E

CHEESE OOLONG TEA 
ICE CREAM CONE

Inspired by the cheese foam craze, this ice-
cream cone follows the same formula but 
with crunchy nuts sprinkled on top. The 
first layer hits you with that salty cheese 
flavor, followed by a light oolong tea filling 
wrapped in a chocolate-dipped waffle cone. 
Overall, not bad. 

RMB6.5

RED BEAN POPSICLE 

Honestly, you can’t go wrong with this one. 
Creamy, moderately sweet and refreshing, 
with lil’ chewy beans inside – what’s not to 
love? Do yourself a favor and buy one before 
we purchase them all. 

RMB6.5
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SALTED EGG YOLK 
ICE CREAM

The sweltering summer galvanized us 
to gaze longingly into shop freezers 
filled with ice cream and drool at the 
possibilities. Chocolate, vanilla, straw-
berry… Salted egg yolk? You betcha. 
This ice cream bar will wow your taste 
buds. Trust us... 

RMB4 RED BEAN AND STICKY RICE 
ICE CREAM SANDWICH

MATCHA CHEESE ICE 
CREAM CONE

RED DATE MILK 
FLAVORED ICE CREAM

This ‘coolwich’ combines two Chinese fa-
vorites: red bean and nuomi (sticky rice), 
which gives a pretty bizarre yet satisfying 
flavor. Covered in a golden waffle-like exte-
rior, it’s a surprisingly filling dessert. 

RMB5

Arguably the tamest flavor of our Chinese ice 
cream selections, the matcha cheese ice cream 
cone attacks your taste buds with an intense 
salty cheese taste, then the matcha mellows 
you out, providing a refreshing aftertaste. 
Sounds weird, we know. 

RMB5

This date milk flavored ice cream is a favorite 
among those looking to jianfei (lose weight) 
while still enjoying a creamy treat. Is it actu-
ally healthy? Of course not, it’s ice cream. But 
since dates are loaded with vitamins, you can 
tell your friend Susan you’re sticking to the 
diet regimen. 

RMB5
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The Place
Tired of expensive coffee chains that are 
void of character? Moooooooi is a new 
specialty java shop which also sells fresh 
flowers, candles and potpourri. When we 
first walked by, we thought the name was a 
play on the French word moi, but we then 
sat down with co-owner Mickey Huang who 
explained that the name of the store actu-
ally refers to the Danish word mooi, which 
means beautiful. This coffee shop is indeed 
a beautiful labor of love, as Huang revealed 
that the shop is dedicated to his wife – the 
proprietor behind the coffee shop’s brand-
ing and vision. 

The Drinks
The coffee at Moooooooi is all hand-
roasted by the barista, Colin, who pours 
her heart into her craft. On the menu, only 
single-origin beans are used, meaning the 
barista’s mastery is used to greater effect 
than with blends (which are considered 

to  be a more consistent way of brewing in 
the commercial world). We ordered a Flat 
White (RMB26), which was prepared us-
ing Ugandan coffee beans. Upon first whiff, 
the aroma gave off a slightly roasted and 
nutty profile. Overall, the drink was well 
balanced, smooth and had notes of fruity 
chocolate. Lastly, this Flat White is comple-
mented with a rich velvety finish of micro-
foam. What a world of difference a good cup 
of coffee makes. 

Moooooooi also has six types of pour-
over coffee, and a small selection of fruit 
teas on offer. Coffee is the main attraction; 
so, don’t come hungry, as there are only a 
few croissants, sweets and cakes on display. 

The Vibe
The bright store is canvased with fresh 
and dried flowers, light wood accents and 
comfy pillows on every seat. It’s a quaint 
neighborhood joint to study, work or catch 
up with friends. Power outlets are scattered 
throughout so you can definitely keep your 

laptop charged, and there’s a friendly neigh-
borhood golden retriever who often hangs 
around outside.  

Price: RMB30
Who’s going: coffeeholics, neighborhood 
creatives, dog lovers
Good for: pour-over coffee, getting your 
espresso fix
Nearest metro: Meijing (Exit A2), 5 min-
utes’ walk 

Open daily, 10.30am-10.30pm. No.105, Chuanqijingyuan, 
Beihuan Dadao, Futian District福田区北环大道传麒景苑105
号沫乙咖啡 (181 2395 6105)

The Place 
Australia’s favorite fast-casual 
burger chain has arrived in 
Shenzhen! Royal Stacks is no stran-
ger to China, and after experiment-
ing with openings in Beijing and 
Chongqing, they have chosen to call 
Coco Park home.

The Food
When we arrived, there was a long 
queue snaking from the order 
window (despite it being 8pm on 
a Tuesday). No doubt about it, this 
place is in demand. We decided to 
try the ‘Single Stack’ (RMB46), the 
meat-heavy ‘Bacon Bacon’ (RMB78) 
and, to top off the calorific meal, 
classic fries and freshly-whipped 
milkshakes. While you can’t go 
wrong with either, the Bacon Bacon 
burger was particularly delicious, 

scoring top marks with the perfect 
ratio of bun to meat to cheese. Royal 
Stacks make all their patties with 
fresh 100% Australian beef, and it’s 
a difference you can taste. To show 
off the quality of their meat, the pat-
ties we tasted were not laden with 
salt (atypical of fast-food burgers), 
and could in fact have used an extra 
sprinkle of NaCl. The fries came in 
a large blue box and were reminis-
cent of McDonald’s fries – crispy 
and thin, but again, with less salt 
(and without nearly as many grease 
stains). 

As for the shakes, they were the 
perfect way to wash down our meal. 
We were expecting our Oreo shake 
(RMB39) to consist of crushed Oreo 
chunks swirled in with vanilla, but it 
more or less tasted and looked like 
a chocolate milkshake. The French 
vanilla milkshake (RMB33) was 

classically delightful, with perfect 
consistency and sweetness.  

The Vibe
Royal Stacks is definitely one for 
the ‘gram (if you’re that way in-
clined). With lots of comfy seating, 
and burgers that more than hold 
their own, this shop is a no-brainer 
if you’re looking for a fast-casual 
burger in Futian’s CBD. 

Price: RMB100
Who’s going: Coco Park regulars, 
burger bums
Good for: classic roadside burg-
ers, sweet shakes
Nearest metro: Shopping Park 
(Exit F), 10 minutes’ walk 

Open daily, 10am-10pm. L1-098, 269 Coco 
Park, Fuhua San Lu, Futian District福田区福
华三路269号星河Coco ParkL1-098号 

MOOOOOOOI
Neighborhood Nook
By Phoebe Kut

ROYAL STACKS
Patties from Down Under
By Phoebe Kut
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KOKONI
Elaborate Feasting
By Phoebe Kut

The Place
Fresh sushi may be hard to come by in 
China, but once you step inside Kokoni, be 
prepared to embark on a top culinary ad-
venture. Upon your arrival, gracious hosts 
cheerfully usher you in, channeling the 
hustle and bustle of hearty Tokyo establish-
ments. Ingredients are flown in fresh from 
Japan daily and prepared under the exper-
tise of Chef Yamada, who strictly follows the 
spirit of true kaiseki cuisine. 

The Food
Kokoni offers three carefully curated set 
menus: kaiseki (RMB1,800), an omakase 
option (RMB980) and a teppanyaki 
(RMB980) option. We opted for the nine-
course kaiseki option for a full ride of the 
Japanese gastronomic experience. 

The meal started off with a beautifully 
plated medley of seasonal savory tastes and 
textures from both land and sea. These lit-
tle bites were a perfect introduction to the 
evening – we were particularly smitten by 
the grilled eel and the baked whelk dressed 
in rich herb butter. Next, the teppanyaki 
soup was concocted right before our eyes 
after it arrived at the table. Wrapped in a 
transparent cooking film, the soup is cooked 
directly on top of the teppan, which allows 
all the seafood flavors to fully meld (appar-
ently this retains the nutritional value of the 
ingredients!). 

From the large sashimi platter, the fatty 
tuna (otoro) stood out as an absolutely 
melt-in-your-mouth cut of goodness. The 
showstopper, lobster sashimi, had a deli-
cate, sweet flavor and was well comple-
mented with freshly grated wasabi. 

The Vibe
A laid-back and luxurious atmos-
phere is what you can expect at this 
intimate modern Japanese eatery. 
Although Kokoni’s set meals may be 
on the pricey end, the quality of the 
ingredients used and the delicious 
creations they serve can be justified 
for a special occasion or a lavish 
night out. 

Price: RMB980
Who’s going: sashimi lovers, 
Japanese food aficionados
Good for: fresh sashimi and sushi, 
Wagyu, teppanyaki 
Nearest metro: Dengliang (Exit A), 
10 minutes’ walk

Open Tue-Sun, 5.30pm-10.30pm. 34/F, Raffles 
Shenzhen, T7, One Shenzhen Bay, 3008 Zhongxin 
Lu, Nanshan District南山区中心路3008号深圳湾1
号T7深圳鹏瑞莱佛士酒店34楼
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Samajam: Kids Show 2

Yu-Chien Tseng Violin Recital

Samajam is back in Shenzhen for its 
third show this year! Bring the little 
ones or the whole family and discover 
the joy of music in this rhythmic 
interactive show. The attendees will 
be given a bag full of percussion in-
struments and will learn and perform 
music led by Samajam artists. At this 
neat concert, the audience become 
the musicians! 
Sat-Sun Aug 24-25, 10.30am, 3.30pm; 
RMB180-380. MixC World Theater, 2/F, 
Shenzhen MixC World, 19 Kefa Lu, 
Nanshan District 南山区科发路19号华润
城万象天地内艺文广场二层 (247tickets.
com) 

Violinist Yu-Chien (Benny) Tseng is 
rapidly building an international repu-
tation as an emerging young soloist 
of enormous promise. Critics have 
praised him for his “grace, poise and 
blistering virtuosity.” For his upcom-
ing concert, Benny will be playing a 
selective repertoire that will highlight 
his technical expertise, which will in-
clude famous compositions by Tartini, 
Schumann, Ernst and Franck. 
Wed Aug 7, 8pm; RMB480-2,600. Sea 
World Culture and Arts Center. 1187 
Wanghai Lu, Nanshan District 南山区望海
路1187号海上世界文化艺术中心3-5楼境
山剧院 (designsociety.cn) 

This event marks UFC’s third live event 
on the Chinese mainland and its 
debut in Shenzhen. It will feature the 
first-ever UFC championship fight held 
in China, including the first Chinese 
fighter, Zhang ‘Magnum’ Weili, with a 
shot at a UFC title on her home turf. 
She’ll be competing against straw-
weight incumbent Jessica ‘Bate Estaca’ 
Andrade of Brazil. 
Sat Aug 31, 3pm; RMB280-4,880. Shenzhen 
Universiade Sports Centre. 3001 Longxiang 
Dadao, Longgang District 龙岗区龙翔
大道3001号深圳市大运中心体育场 (en.
damai.cn) 

Colin Phils’ second to last stop on 
their 21-city China tour is Shenzhen! 
The American post-rock quartet 
formed in South Korea in 2013. The 
band self-released their first album, 
titled Right at Home, in June 2014 and 
subsequently embarked on a large 
tour throughout China in 2016. This 
year, the band released an acoustic 
version of their song ‘Don Cabs’ 
and have  been busy recording their 
fourth full-length album. 
Fri Aug 23, 8pm; RMB80 presale, RMB100 
at door. Hou Live. B112A KK ONE Shopping 
Center, 9289 Binhe Dadao, Futian District 
福田区滨河大道9289号KK ONE购物中心负
一层B112A (showstart.com)

Y-COMIC-X? Exhibition

Pictured Resort   City Pop

UFC Fight Night Shenzhen

Colin Phils   Post-Rock

Curated by Design Society, Y-Comic-X? showcases the story of China through the 
evolution of Chinese comics. There will be more than 400 local works from 85 
comic artists, including 73 original drawings displayed in chronological order. 
The exhibition is composed of six chapters: Early Comics and Comic Strips, The 
Golden Age of Comic Strips, External Influences on Chinese Comics, Globalization 
and Digitization of Chinese Comics, Independent Spirit and Comics in the 
Multimedia Age. It presents the evolution of Chinese comics as a unique form of 
narration.
Until Sept 30, 10am-7pm (Mon-Fri), 10am-9pm (Sat-Sun); RMB40-80. Sea World Culture and 
Arts Center. 1187 Wanghai Lu, Nanshan District 南山区望海路1187号海上世界文化艺术中心
3-5楼境山剧院 (designsociety.cn) 

After a three-year hiatus, Pictured Resort finally put forth their much-anticipated 
eponymous new album on July 3. Now they’re ready to hit the road and go on 
tour this summer. The Japanese band is composed of lead singer and guitarist 
Koji Takagi, keyboard player Yushi Ibuki, bassist Yuki Akashi, drummer Yutaro 
Okawa and guitarist Kyosuke Tanimura. Their sound evokes the spirit of a relaxed 
beachside holiday by integrating AOR, ’80s city pop, classic pop, disco and indie 
pop.
Fri Aug 9, 8.30pm; RMB120 presale, RMB150 door. B10 Live, North Side of Building C2, 
North Area, OCT-Loft, Xiangshan Dong Jie, Nanshan District 南山区香山东街华侨城创意文
化园北区C2栋北侧 (b10live.cn)  
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AI enthusiasts, this will be the 12th annual conference held by the Artificial 
General Intelligence Society in cooperation with the Association for the 
Advancement of Artificial Intelligence (AAAI). The conference encourages inter-
disciplinary research based on different understandings of intelligence, and ex-
plores different applications of AI in robotics, biomedical research, automation, 
autonomous vehicles and much more. Top scholars from around the world will 
be presenting and sharing new ideas.
Tue-Fri Aug 6-9, 8.30am-6pm; RMB200-1,888. Sheraton Shenzhen Futian Hotel, Great 

China International Exchange Square, Fuhua 
Lu, Futian District 福田区福华路大中华国际
交易广场深圳大中华喜来登酒店 (huodongx-
ing.com)

Shenzhen International Vape Expo, also known as RHBVE, is organized by Reed 
Huabo Exhibitions. First held in 2015, the expo now attracts over 10,000 visitors 
from all over the world every year. There will be a diverse array of interactive 
activities held on-site, including new product releases, cloud-chasing contests, 
vape trick competitions and also an e-cigarette forum. 
Thu-Sat Aug 29-31, 10am-4pm; free registration. Shenzhen Convention & Exhibition 
Center, Jintian Lu, Futian District 福田区金田路深圳会展中心 (vapexpoen.reedhuabo.
com)

2019 Artificial General Intelligence Conference 2019 Shenzhen International Vape Expo

DO

Meet Switzerland Festival Sheraton Shenzhen Moon Cakes

Celebrate the culture of Switzerland all month long at Mercado Restaurant 
and Cafe at the InterContinental Shenzhen. The gooey goodness of cheese 
fondue will be available on weekends, along with other Swiss delicacies such as 
smoked salmon with potato roesti, goose liver, bratwurst and bundernerfleisch. 
Finish off your evening with a choice of assorted fruit pies, souffles or strudels. 
Come hungry! 
Until Aug 31, 5.30-9.30pm; RMB358 per person, RMB418 per person (Fri-Sat). Mercado, 
InterContinental Shenzhen, OCT, 9009 Shennan Dadao, Nanshan District 南山区深南大道
9009号华侨城深圳华侨城洲际大酒店 (3399 3388) 

In celebration of the Mid-Autumn Festival, Sheraton Shenzhen Nanshan an-
nounced two elegant and unique moon cake gift boxes, ‘Ren’ and ‘Li,’ avail-
able for purchase until September 13. The thoughtfully designed Ren gift box 
(RMB298) contains four moon cakes of different flavors, while the Li gift box 
(RMB228) includes six small moon cakes. Order before August 10 for 5% off; 
bulk orders may also receive up to 50% off! For more information, call 2266 
9999.
Daily until Sept 13. Sheraton Shenzhen Nanshan, 4008 Liuxian Dadao, Nanshan District 
南山区留仙大道4008号深圳博林天瑞喜来登酒店 (2266 9999) 

TASTE
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HONG KONG & MACAU CALENDAR
HK MU

AUG 2-4
FRI

Pinkfong Baby Shark Live Musical, 
10.30am/2pm/5pm; MOP180-680. 
Broadway Theatre, Broadway Macau 
(broadwaymacau.com.mo)
Journey with adorable fox Pinkfong 
to the lair of the Shark family. In 
this youngster-tailored musical, the 
two cute characters will venture 
to Winter Wonderland to help the 
penguins get their snow back. This 
performance is a must-see for fami-
lies with young children. 

 

AUG 3 
SAT

Wang Feng ‘This Is It,’ 8pm; MOP380-
1,680. The Venetian Macao (venetian-
macao.com)
Arguably China’s biggest rock star, 
Wang Feng is touching down in 
Macau this month to wow audi-
ences with some of his biggest hits. 
Expect classics from the singer’s 
wildly successful 20-year career, in-
cluding ‘Beijing Beijing’ and ‘Brave 
Heart,’ as he presents his true char-
acter to fans in the SAR. 

UNTIL AUG 28 
DAILY 

Grace Kelly: From Hollywood to 
Monaco – Artists’ Tributes, 10am-
10pm (Sun-Thu), free entry. Galaxy 
Macau (artmacao.mo)
One of Hollywood’s legendary 
figures, Grace Kelly passed away 
close to 40 years ago at the age 
of 52. In addition to being an 
Oscar-winning actress, Kelly is 
also known for her high-profile 
marriage to Prince Rainier III of 
Monaco. Artwork profiling the cel-
ebrated star – a celebrity, royal and 
muse for many artists – is on dis-
play in the lobby of Galaxy Macau 
until August 28. 

AUG 31   
SAT

Alban Gerhardt and Macao 
Orchestra, 8pm; MOP150-400. 
Macao Cultural Centre (om-macau.
org)
Macao Orchestra will welcome 
Alban Gerhardt this month for a 
performance that will explore the 
composer’s experiences, society at 
large and the connection between 
life and music. If you appreciate 
the cello as much as we do, you do 
not want to miss this sure-to-be-
memorable performance!  

AUG 15-19
THU-MON

HKTDC Food Expo 2019, 10am-
10pm; free entry. Hong Kong 
Convention and Exhibition Center. 
(hkfoodexpo.hktdc.com)
Foodies, mark your calendars. The 
Hong Kong Trade Development 
Council is hosting an epic food 
expo this month, with over 1,560 
exhibitors showcasing amazing 
food and beverages from around 
the world. Visitors can expect to 
try an array of excellent eats.

AUG 16-25
FRI-SUN

Peter Pan, various times; HKD120-
1,000. Grand Theater, Hong Kong 
Cultural Center and Auditorium, Sha 
Tin Town Hall Plaza (hkballet.com)
Who doesn’t love the tale of Peter 
Pan? We certainly do. The classic 
story takes on a new form this 
month at the Hong Kong Cultural 
Center and Sha Tin Town Hall. 
With a cast of cheeky pirates, ex-
otic princesses and kids who don’t 
want to grow up, this show com-
bines ballet, clever slapstick and 
hip hop. Watch this live production 
by Hong Kong Sinfonietta with the 
whole family.

AUG 23
FRI

The Chainsmokers World War Joy 
Live, 6.30pm; HKD697. Hall 1, Asia 
World Expo – Arena (hkfoodexpo.

hktdc.com)
The Chainsmokers are coming back 
to Hong Kong this month with 
their latest album World War Joy 
in tow. Alex Pall and Drew Taggart 
make up this world-famous musi-
cal twosome and are beloved in 
the Fragrant Harbor for putting on 
epic performances in past years. 
Their unique sound blends indie, 
progressive and pop, a little some-
thing for everyone. Having taken 
the stage in virtually every major 
city around the world, this show is 
not to be missed.

AUG 23-26
FRI-MON

The Hong Kong Computer & 
Communications Festival 2019, 
10am-7pm; HKD30. Hong Kong 
Convention and Exhibition Center 
(chkci.org.hk) 
Known to be the largest exhibition 
for computer communications and 
electronic products in Hong Kong, 
this four-day event attracts visi-
tors from Hong Kong, the Chinese 
mainland, Southeast Asia and the 
rest of the world. Check out the 
latest in science and technology, 
with an estimated 500 booths 
showing off cool tech.

AUG 31-SEPT 1
SAT-SUN

God or No God, 8pm (Sat)/4pm 
(Sun); HKD200. Studio Theatre, Hong 
Kong Cultural Center (zuniseason.
org.hk)
Pianist KJ Wong takes the audience 
through a musical journey with an 
existential theme: Does God really 
exist? Wong will explore this long-
standing question with a musical 
interpretation at Studio Theatre 
this month. If you’re scratching 
your head, don’t worry – we are 
too. But you have to admit, you’re 
a little curious to see what this is 
all about. 
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HOTEL NEWS 
PROMOTIONS

The Ritz-Carlton, Shenzhen Legendary Picasso Exploration

Art aficionados, thinking of checking out the Picasso 
exhibition while in Shenzhen? On until September 22, 
book the room package and enjoy a night in a deluxe 
room with buffet breakfast for three people (RMB2,088 
for two adults and one child) and admission tickets to the 
Authentic Work Exhibition of Pablo Picasso.

The Ritz-Carlton, Shenzhen, 116 Fuhua San Lu, Futian 
District 福田区福华三路116号深圳星河丽思卡尔顿酒店 
(2222 2222)

Rock Your Mid-Autumn Festival at Hard Rock Hotel Shenzhen

Hard Rock Hotel Shenzhen presents its first custom moon cake, a perfect integration of Mid-Autumn Festival culture with Hard Rock’s ‘Made For Music’ DNA. The moon cakes are
embossed with the Hard Rock logo and available in a deluxe moon cake package (five pieces) for RMB228/box or a luxury moon cake package (four pieces) for RMB218/box. 

Hard Rock Hotel Shenzhen, 9 Mission Hills Lu, Longhua District 龙华区观澜高尔夫大道9号深圳硬石酒店 (3395 2888)

Venice-Themed Wedding at Venice Raytour Hotel 
Shenzhen

Venice is known to be the one of the most romantic 
cities in the world. As such, The Venice Raytour Hotel 
Shenzhen is offering Venice-themed weddings for 
couples this summer. Recreate the magic and splendor 
of the City of Canals for your big day. Venice Raytour is 
happy to customize a wedding package to your needs, 
call for more details.

9026 Shennan Dadao, OCT, Nanshan District 南山区华侨
城深南大道9026号(2693 6888)

Steamed Fuyong Butter Crab at Courtyard by Marriott 
Shenzhen Northwest

Butter crab is a delectable speciality, if you haven’t tried 
it, this is your chance to enjoy the exquisite taste of this 
seasonal delicacy. The butter crab set menu is available 
for lunch and dinner daily at Chao Yi Court at Courtyard 
by Marriott Shenzhen Northwest.

3/F,No.6259 Bao’an Dadao, Fuhai Jiedao, Bao’an District 
宝安区福海街道宝安大道6259号同泰万怡酒店3楼 (2708 
8888)
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https://isns.openapply.cn

FIRST CONTINUUM IB WORLD SCHOOL IN SHENZHEN, CHINA
International School of Nanshan Shenzhen

[w] www.isnsz.com [e] admissions@isnsz.com [t] +86-2666-1000

At ISNS, students engage in global issues in numerous ways. Through 
reading, writing, research, trips and so much more, they are able to 
understand the challenges and are encouraged to find and share solutions. 

VISIT US
AND SEE

AD



CITY SCENES
(Supported by               and                     ) (Supported by               and                     )
Frozen-Themed Family Day at Baioo Paris Saint-Germain FC Shenzhen Tour

On July 13 and 14, Urban Family joined Baioo International Infant 
Care & Preschool in hosting a Frozen-themed family day. Families from 
Guangzhou gathered at Baioo, where the little ones enjoyed playing with 
toys, storytelling, a music class and activities at a mini museum. The for-
mer president of Guangzhou International Women’s Association gave a 
presentation on Finland’s education theory as well as her experience as a 
parent. We’d like to extend a big thanks to our gift sponsor Kraemer Kids. 

Paris Saint-Germain FC traveled from Paris for Shenzhen for 
their summer tour. With the exception of South American players 
who took part in the Copa América, or South American Football 
Championship – as it was previous called, the whole squad arrived in 
the South China city on July 24 and checked in at Raffles Shenzhen. 

(Supported by               and                     )
French National Day 2019 

This year’s French National Day was commemorated in Guangzhou by 
fabulous attendees at the Grand Hyatt Guangzhou, where the consul 
general of France in Guangzhou, Madame Siv Leng, hosted a gathering of 
French expatriates and curious locals. 

To combat Shenzhen’s scorching summer, Hard Rock Hotel Shenzhen 
hosted a pool party where a free flow of drinks quenched party-goers’ 
thirst, delicious snacks sated their appetite, DJs lightened their spirits 
and raffle prizes swept them off their feet. 

(Supported by               )
Pool Party at Hard Rock Hotel Shenzhen
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Pool Party at Hard Rock Hotel Shenzhen
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An abstract artwork by renowned British sculptor Phillip King 
was unveiled at Taikoo Hui’s Western Square on June 27, which 
was followed by a lecture at the Mandarin Oriental, Guangzhou 

by Mr. King himself. 
LN Residence has just opened its second location in Guangzhou, 

introducing the hotel brand’s fine lodgings to a historic neighbor-
hood to the north of the Pearl River.  

ISA celebrated its inaugu-
ral Discover ISA Science 
City events on June 26 

and 29 at the Ritz-Carlton, 
Guangzhou, with approxi-
mately 100 guests from 
chambers of commerce and 
other organizations. 

PRD FOCUS
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Scan for complete listings
Want to see all restaurants, hotels and more in 
Shenzhen? Check out  www.thatsmags.com or follow 
our official WeChat account by scanning the QR code.LISTINGS

OPEN  DOORS

Winner of a That's Food & 
Drink Award 2018

WESTWOOD FIRE & SMOKE
Surf and Turf Platter
Satisfy all palates with Westwood’s mouthwatering surf and turf platter. Rich, 
tender and well-marbled USDA beef short rib is oven-braised to perfection and 
served with Westwood’s homemade barbecue sauce. The dish is perfectly com-
plemented with Maine lobster, tiger prawns and mussels.

Shop NL119, MixC World, 9668 Shenzhen Dadao, Nanshan District 南山区深南大道9668号华

润万象天地里巷NL119号铺 (8668 7399)

FOOD & DRINK
AMERICAN

Element Fresh 1) 1/F, Zone B, Sea World, 
Shekou, Nanshan District (2681 4848) 2) L2-
7/7A, Wongtee Plaza, 118 Fuhua San Lu, 
Futian District (8323 7249) 1) 南山区海上世界广
场B区B130-210号 2) 福田区福华三路118号皇庭国
商购物广场L2-7/7A号 
 

 Baia Burger Concept 1) 1C-
077-078A, 1/F, Shopping Park, Fuhua San 
Lu, Futian District (8290 6696) 2) A2303 3/
F, Second Building Section A, Sea World, 
Shekou, Nanshan District (2681 8890) 1) 福田
区福华三路购物公园1楼078A 2) 深圳市南山区蛇
口海上世界A区2座3楼3号

The Butchers Club B101A, PAFC Mall, Ping 
An Finance Center, 5033 Yitian Lu, Futian 
District (8272 5669) 福田区益田路5033号平安金
融中心B1，下沉式广场B101A商铺（观光厅入口旁
边）

Morton's Grille N901, 9/F, PAFC Mall, Ping 
An Finance Center, 5033 Yitian Lu, Futian 
District (8326 8333) 福田区益田路5033号平安
金融中心9楼N901

 Hard Rock Cafe Shenzhen 9 
Mission Hills Blvd, Longhua New District 
(3395 2888) 龙华新区观澜高尔夫大道9号www.
hardrockhotels.com/shenzhen

Blue Frog Shop 28, 2/F, Wongtee Plaza, 
118 Fuhua San Lu, Futian District (8255 
3646) 福田区福华三路118号皇庭国商购物广
场2层28铺

CHINESE

CANTONESE

Hoi Fan 1) North gate L/F, Yijing Central 
Walk Shopping Mall, 3 Fuhua Yi Lu, Futian 
District (8322 6165) 2) Rm 16 3/F, Raffles 
City, 2163 Nanhai Dadao, Nanshan District 
(2640 8664) 1) 福田区福华一路3号新怡景商
业中心L层北大门 2) 南海大道2163号来福士广
场3层16号

Diandoude Dim Sum 4/F, Greater China 
IFC, Shennan Dadao and Caitian Lu Inter-
change, Futian District (8321 9215) 福田区
深南大道和彩田路交汇处大中华IFC四楼

Jade Garden 22-31 L2/F, Yitian Holiday 
Plaza, 9028 Shennan Dadao, Nanshan Dis-
trict (8860 6228) 南山区深南大道9028号益田
假日广场L2楼22-31号

SICHUAN

Rong Yue 1) 468 4/F, MIXC, 1881, Bao'an 
Nan Lu, Luohu District (2221 6888) 2) L3/F, 
Yitian Holiday Plaza, 9028 Shennan Dadao, 
Nanshan District (8665 6877) 1) 罗湖区宝安
南路1881号华润万象城一期4层468号2) 南山区深
南大道9028号益田假日广场3层

Lan Ting 23/F, Hilton Shenzhen Futian, 
Tower B, Great China IFC, 1003 Shennan 
lu, Futian District (2130 8888) 福田区深南大
道1003号大中华国际金融中心B座大深圳中华希
尔顿酒店23楼

SHANGHAINESE

Crystal Jade La Mian Xiao Long Bao B1/F, 
KK MALL, 5016 Shennan Dong Lu, Futian 
District (2265 9183) 福田区深南东路5016号
KKMALL京基百纳空间B1层

Din Tai Fung 3/F, MixC, 1881, Bao'an Nan 
Lu, Luohu District (2598 2779) 罗湖区宝安南
路1881号华润万象城一期3层

Shanghai Min A-1F, OCT Bay, 13 Baishi 
Dong Lu, Nanshan District (4008209777) 
南山区白石路东13号欢乐海岸曲水湾A-1F 

ITALIAN

PAPI Italian Restaurant N702, 7/F, Ping 
An Finance Center, 5033 Yitian Lu, Futian 
District (8326 6833) 福田区益田路5033号平安
金融中心7楼N702号

Artisans 1/F, Block A, Poly Cultural Center, 
Houhaibin Lu, by Haide San Dao (8628 
7109) 南山区 保利文化广场A区40号店铺
 
Alla Torre #101, Area B, Sea World, 1128 
Wanghai Lu, Shekou, Nanshan District (2685 
1322) 南山区蛇口望海路1128号海上世界B区101

Blue Italian Seafood & Grill Restaurant 
3/F, The Venice Raytour Hotel Shenzhen, 
9026 Shennan Dadao, Nanshan District 
(2693 6888) 南山区深南大道9026号深圳威尼斯
睿途酒店3楼意大利餐厅

 Baia Restaurant Bar Grill B301, 
Bldg B, Zone B, Sea World Square, Shekou, 
Nanshan District (2681 8836) 南山区蛇口海
上世界广场B区3楼B301

La Terrazza 1/F, Grand Hyatt Shenzhen, 
1881 Baoan Nan Lu, by Jiabing Lu (2218 
7338) 罗湖区宝安南路1881号深圳君悦酒店

Paletto 2/F, The Ritz-Carlton, 116 Fuhua 
San Lu, Futian District (2222 2222) 福田区福
华三路116号深圳星河丽思卡尔顿酒店二层

 Oggi Trattoria Pizzeria 3-14 
Golden Century Lu, Phase 3, Coastal Rose 
Garden, Shekou, Nanshan District (2689 
0118) 南山区蛇口金世纪路南海玫瑰花园三期金
世纪路3-14号

PIZZA

Pizza Express Shop 568, 5/F, the MixC, 
1881 Bao'an Nan Lu, Luohu District (2215 
9036) 罗湖区宝安南路1881号万象城5楼568
号商铺

Kiwi Pizza 1) Shop B14, COCO Park, by 
Fuhua Lu (8329 2299) 2) 8 Outlets Minkang 
Lu, by Huanan Lu 3) B1, 138 Mintian Lu, by 
Fuhua Yi Lu 1) 福田区购物公园B1楼地铁商业街
B14铺 2)龙华新区奥特莱斯8号仓店 3) 福田区民田
路138号购物公园B1楼

Baia Da Marco Shop #28 Coastal Rose Gar-
den, Shekou, Nanshan District, shenzhen 
(2681 8849)  南山区蛇口街道望海路南海玫瑰花
园（二期）33—36裙楼28

NYPD New York Pizza Delivery 1) Shop 
26, HaichangJie, 1 Gongyuan Nan Lu (8887 
6973) 2) 3 Fuhua Yi Lu, by Zhongxin Si Lu 
(8887 6973) 1) 南山区公园南路1号海尚国际26
号铺 2)福田区福华一路中心城FL1015商铺

FRENCH

Belle-Vue Grill 37/F, Grand Hyatt Shen-
zhen, 1881 Bao'an Nan Lu, Luohu District 
(2218 7338) 罗湖区宝安南路1881号君悦酒
店37楼 
 
L’etoile Building A 302-303, Ecological 
PLAZA, OCT, Nanshan District (8166 8111)
南山区华侨城生态广场A 栋302-303

 La Maison Shop 108, Nanhai 
Rose Garden, 91 Wanghai Lu, Nanshan 
District (2685 7030) 南山区望海路91号南海玫
瑰花园108号

Taste Moment Restaurant 1st floor, Bldg 
1, Block A, 1979 Cultural and Creative Park, 
1011 Qiaoxiang Lu, Futian District (8255 
6173) 福田区侨香路1011号1979文化生活新领
域A区1栋1层

GERMAN

Haxnbauer 1) L1C-055B, 1/F, Coco Park, 
Fuhua San Lu, Futian District (8359 2080) 
2) L1-15, Raffles City, 2163 Nanhai Ave, 
Nanshan District (8652 6580) 1) 福田区福华
三路星河Coco Park一楼L1C-055B 2) 南山区南
海大道2163号福士广场L1-15 
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OPEN  DOORS

THE SHENZHEN KITCHEN AT JW MARRIOTT 
HOTEL SHENZHEN BAO’AN
Seafood Buffet 
The Shenzhen Kitchen is a contemporary all-day restaurant with an outdoor terrace, 
that offers authentic specialties from all across Asia and Europe. Come and savor a 
sumptuous seafood buffet during lunch and dinner time! 

8 Baoxing Lu, Bao’an District 宝安区宝兴路8号前海华侨城JW万豪酒店 (2323 8330)

PARK HYATT SHENZHEN
The Park Hyatt Moon Cake
Inside uniquely designed gift boxes you can find Park Hyatt Shenzhen’s exqui-
site moon cakes, which are made from natural ingredients and are the perfect 
gift for family and friends.

5023 Yitian Lu, Futian District 深圳市福田区益田路5023号柏悦酒店 (8829 1234)

 Paulaner Brauhaus 1) C-005, 
Huanchuan Square, Sea World, Shekou, 
Nanshan District (2668 7230) 2) 8/F, Shop 
801, PAFC Mall,Ping’An Finance Centre, 
5033 Yitian Lu, Futian District (8253 5187) 
1) 南山区蛇口海上世界环船广场C-005 2)福田区
益田路5033号平安金融中心8楼801

SPANISH

Ling Spanish Kitchen 1011 Qiao Xiang 
Dong Lu, 1979 Cultural Park, Nanshan Dis-
trict (8322 7522) 南山区侨香东路1011号1979
文化新天地B区1层

MIDDLE EASTERN

Bus Grill Turkish Steakhouse Shop 134, 
1/F, Shopping Park B Area, Futian District 
(158 2044 6962) 福田区购物公园B区134铺

Les 5 Chef's Miznon 143 Laojie, Shekou, 
Nanshan District (132 5889 0561) 南山蛇
口老街143号

The Istanbul Restaurant 1-22 Huafa Bei 
Lu, Huaqiangbei Jiedao, Futian District 
(3309 7180) 福田区华强北街道华发北路1-22号

MEXICAN

 Teqo FL1018, Yijing Central Walk 
Shopping Mall, 3 Fuhua Yi Lu, Futian Dis-
trict. (18928448542) 福田区福华一路3号怡景
中心城FL1018号铺

Orale No. 1026, Zhonghang Beiyuan V 
Shangjie, Zhenhua Lu, Huaqiangbei, Futian 
District (2396 4990) 福田区华强北振华路中航
北苑V尚街1026号铺

Tacos 3118#, Sea World Square, 32 Taizi 
Lu, Shekou, Nanshan District (2161 1006) 
南山区蛇口太子路32号海上世界广场A3118店铺

Latina No. 1128, Sea World, Wanghai Lu, 
by Nanhai Dadao (2667 7679) 南山区蛇口望
海路1128号海上世界广场C区

INDIAN

Bombay Indian Restaurant & Bar Shops 
20-24, Sea World, Nanshan District (2667 
6049) 南山区海上世界商铺20-24号

Saffron Indian Restaurant and Bar Floor 
B1, Jinhu Hotel, 1005 Wenjin Lu, Luohu 
District (8219 1115) 罗湖区文锦中路1005号锦
湖宾馆地下一层 
 
Indian Cottage Shop 48-49, 2/F, Area A, 
Poly Cultural Centre, Wenxin Wu Lu, Nan-
shan District (8628 7265) 南山区文心五路保
利文化广场A区2楼48-49号商铺

 
Little Papa Indian Restaurant #116, 
Building 6, Nanhai E-Cool, Taizi Lu, Shekou, 
Nanshan District (2686 0020) 南山区蛇口太
子路南海意库6栋116号

JAPANESE

BOA 3/F, West side of  International Bar 
Street, Sea World, Shekou, Nanshan District 
(130 4894 9034) 南山区蛇口海上世界国际酒
吧街西侧三楼

Tang Ben Jia #FL1011, L/F, Yijing Central 
Walk Shopping Mall, 3 Fuhua Yi Lu, Futian 
District (8280 1086) 福田区福华一路3号怡景中
心城广场L楼FL1011号

Bincho Ya L120-121, Bldg 2, Times Square 
Excellence, Fuhua Lu, Futian District (8278 
2760) 福田区福华路卓越时代广场二期L120
－L121店 
 
 

 Komachi B-132, North Side, 
Shopping Park, Futian District (8290 5806) 
福田区购物公园北园B区132号 
 

Kyoku Japanese Cuisine B-17 Qushui 
Bay, OCT Bay, 50 Baishi Lu East, Nanshan 
District (8654 1122) 南山区白石路东50号欢乐
海岸曲水湾B-17

Nishimura 1/F, Macro Polo Hotel, Fuhua Yi 
Lu, by Mintian Lu (3339 7709) 福田中心区福
华一路马哥孛罗好日子酒店1楼

Kanpai Classic 9/F, PAFC Mall, Ping An 
Finance Center, 5033 Yitian Road, Futian 
District (6182 2987) 福田区福华三路平安金
融中心第9楼 
 

KOREAN

Minikor Kitchen L01-B01, Coco Park, 269 
Fuhua San Lu, by Mintian Lu, Futian District 
(8606 9266) 福田区民田路福华三路269号星河
Coco Park L1-B0

Bornga Korean Cuisine A-11A, Qushui 
Wan, OCT Bay, 42 Baishi Lu East, Nanshan 
District (8654 1158) 南山区白石路东42号欢乐
海岸曲水湾A-11A

VIETNAMESE

Lian Shop 562, 5/F, The MIXC Shenzhen, 
Luohu District (8266 6366) 罗湖区万象城商
场5楼562铺

Muine 1) L2-203, Coco Park, Fuhua San 
Lu, Futian District (8271 2527) 2) B139 
and B139-2, B1/F, Jiufang Shopping Mall, 
ShennanZhong Lu, Futian District (2681 
7828) 3) No. 219, 2/F, Shekou Garden City 
Center, Nanshan District (2681 7828) 4) 
B2-017A, King Glory Plaza, Luohu District 
(2220 3052) 5) RL1094B, Yijing Central 
Walk Shopping Mall, 3 Fuhua Yi Lu, Futian 
District (8273 2993) 6) G-025B, OCT Bay 
Shopping mall, 13 Baishi Dong Lu, Nanshan 
District (8671 7326) 1) 福田区福华三路COCO 
Park L2-203 2) 福田区深南中路华强北九方购
物中心B1层B139 & B139-2 3) 南山区南海大道
1086号花园城中心第2楼219号铺 4) 罗湖区人民
南路金光华广场B2层B2-017A号 5) 福田区福华三
路中心城广场L层RL1094B号 6) 南山区滨海大道
2008号欢乐海岸购物中心G-025B

Mon Saigon Block B, 1979 Cultural and 
Creative Park, by Qiaoxiang Lu, Futian 
District (8270 3282) 福田区侨香路1979文化
生活新领域B区

Pho Nam Shop B26C, Link City Passage, 
by Fuhua Lu (8255 7048) 福田区连城新天地
B26C商铺

THAI

 The Terrace Restaurant & 
Bar #201, Sea World Square, 32 Taizi Lu, 
Shekou, Nanshan District (2682 9105) 南山
区蛇口太子路32号海上世界广场商铺201

Very Siam 1/F, A3 Bldg, Xiangshan Dong 
Jie, OCT-Loft, Nanshan District (8623 3225)
南山区OCT创意园香山东街A3栋1楼

Yes Thai 1) 4/F, KK Shopping Mall, KK 
Financial Centre, 5016 Shennan Dong Lu, 
by Hongbao Lu (2290 0333) 2) 5/F, Costal 
City, 33 Wenxin Wu Lu, by Haide Yi Dao 
(8635 9989) 1) 罗湖区深南东路5016号京基百
纳空间购物中心4楼 2) 南山区文心五路33号海岸
城购物中心五楼

La Maison D'Elephant 8/F, PAFC Mall, Ping 
An Finance Center, 5033 Yitian Lu, Futian 
District (8831 9918) 福田区益田路5033号平
安金融中心8楼 

BUFFETS

 Café Zen 1/F, Futian Shangri-la 
Shenzhen, 4088 Yitian lu, Futian District 
(2151 3825)福田区益田路4088号深圳福田香格
里拉大酒店1层

 
 
The Show Kitchen 32/F, Grand Hyatt Shen-
zhen, 1881 Baoan Nan lu, Luohu District 
(2218 7338) 罗湖区宝安南路1881号深圳君悦
酒店32层 
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OPEN  DOORS

SHERATON SHENZHEN NANSHAN
Delicate Moon Cakes
A full moon signals the time of reunion with loved ones. From July 3 to 
September 13, Sheraton Shenzhen Nanshan will offer two elegant and unique 
moon cake gift boxes, ‘Ren’ and ‘Li,’ which are excellent gifts for all.

4088 Liuxian Dadao, Nanshan District 南山区留仙大道4088号博林天瑞喜来登酒店 (2266 9999)

QBA TAPAS GRILL + BAR
Seafood Paella
Escape to the Mediterranean with Qba Tapas Grill + Bar’s seafood paella dish. 
Specially selected rice is mixed with imported fresh prawns, mussels, squid and 
clams and tossed in a secret sauce. 

The Westin Xiamen, 398 Xianyue Lu, Siming District, Xiamen, Fujian 福建省厦门市思明区仙

岳路398号厦门威斯汀酒店 (0592-337 8888)

Silk 2/F, The Langham, Shenzhen, 7888 
Shennan Dadao, Futian District (8828 9888 
ext. 8921) 深圳东海朗廷酒店2层秀·自助餐厅 

Market Café 2/F, Hyatt Regency Shenzhen 
Airport, Shenzhen Baoan International Air-
port, Boa’an District (2345 1234) 宝安区深圳
宝安国际机场深圳机场凯悦酒店2层

 Café Marco 1/F, Marco Polo 
Shenzhen, 28 Fuhua Yi Lu, Futian District 
(3322 7777) 福田区福华一路28号深圳马哥孛罗
好日子酒店1层 

NIGHTLIFE

 

 The George & Dragon is a quint-
essential British Pub; good draft beers, ales, 
and cider; comforting pub food and great 
BBQ; non-stop sports on three screens; 
secluded beer garden. Your home away 
from home. Also available for catering your 
parties and events. www.george-dragon.
com; e-mail: manager@george-dragon.com; 
tel: 2669 8564; Shop 3, behind Taizi Hotel, 
Taizi Lu 5, Shekou. 南山区太子路5号太子宾馆
1楼后排3号商铺

Club Viva No. 140, Fuhua Lu, Coco Park, 
Futian District 福田区福华路城建购物公园
140 号

Dazzle Club 3/F, Central Commercial Build-
ing, No.88 Fuhua 1st Road, Futian District 
(2348 1542) 福田区民田路中心商务大厦三楼

McCawley’s Irish Bar 1) Shop 151-152, 
Coco Park, Futian District (2531 3599) 2) 
Shop 118, Sea World, Shekou, Nanshan 
District (2668 4496) 1) 福田区购物公园151-
152 2) 南山区蛇口海上世界广场118号

Pepper Club 2/F, Shopping Park, Fuhua 
Lu, Fustian District (8319 9040) 福田区福华
路购物公园二楼

 The Terrace Above Starbucks, 
Sea World Plaza, Shekou, Nanshan District 
(2682 9105) 南山区蛇口海上世界广场2 楼星
巴克楼上 

EDUCATION
American International School, No. 
82,Gongyuan Lu, Shekou,Nanshan District 
(8619 4750)  
南山区蛇口公园路82号青少年活动中心 

Green Oasis School No. 4030, Shennan 
Middle Road, Tianmian, Futian District. 
(8399 6712) admission@greenoasis.org.cn   
www.greenoasis.org.cn
福田区田面村深南中路 4030 号

International School of Nanshan Shenzhen  
A Canadian school accepting application 
for Pre-Grade 1 through Grade 12. 11 
Longyuan Lu, Taiyuan Sub-District, Nanshan 
District (2666 1000, 2606 6968). admis-
sion@isnsz.com  www.isnsz.com  
南山区龙源路11号 

Merchiston International School  
No. 12 Shilongzai Road, Daliang Sub-
District, Longhua District, (400 867 0177) 
admissions@merchiston.cn, www.merchis-
ton.cn 龙华区大浪街道新石社区石龙仔路12号

 
Peninsula Montessori Kindergarten The 
Peninsula one, Jin Shiji Lu,  Shekou  Nan-
shan District ( 2685 1266)   
半岛城邦国际幼儿园 南山区蛇口东角头金世纪路1
号半岛城邦一期

Quality Schools International  
2/F Bitao Center, 8 Taizi Lu, 
Shekou,Nanshan District (2667 6031). 
www.shk.qsi.org  
南山区蛇口太子路 8 号碧涛中心 2 楼 

QSI International School of Shenzhen 

(Futian) A1, TCL Science Park, No. 1001 
Zhongshan Yuan, Nanshan District (8371 
7108) 南山区中山园路1001号TCL 科学园区A1栋            

Shekou International School   
Jingshan Villas, Gongye Er Lu, Shekou, Nan-
shan District (2669 3669). www.sis.org.cn
南山区蛇口工业二路鲸山别墅内

Shen Wai International School 29 Baishi 
San Lu, Nanshan (8654 1200, www.swis.cn)
深圳外国语学校国际部 南山区白石三道 29 号

HOTEL
Futian Shangri-La Hotel Shenzhen No.4088 
Yitian Lu, Futian District (8828 4088). 
福田香格里拉大酒店 福田区益田路 4088 号

Four Seasons Hotel Shenzhen 138 Fuhua 
San Lu, Futian District (8826 8888) 
福田区福华三路 138 号 

Grand Hyatt Shenzhen No.1881 Baoan Nan 
Lu, Luohu District (8266 1234) www.shen-
zhen.grand.hyatt.com  罗湖区宝安南路1881号

Hardrock Hotel Shenzhen， Hard Rock 
Cafe Shenzhen，No.9 Misson Hills 
Road,Shenzhen，0755-3395 2888 深圳硬石
酒店  观澜高尔夫大道9号 

Hilton Shenzhen Shekou Nanhai 1177, 
Wanghai Lu, Nanshan District 
深圳蛇口希尔顿南海酒店 南山区望海路 1177 号 
(2162 8888)

Hilton Shenzhen Futian Town B, Great China 
International Finance Centre, 1003 Shennan 
Dadao, Futian District  (2130 8888)  
福田区深南大道1003号大中华国际金融中心B座 

JW Marriott Shenzhen No.6005 Shennan 
Dadao, Futian District. (2269 8888) 
福田区深南大道 6005 号

JW Marriott Shenzhen Bao’an 8 Baoxing Lu, 
Baoan District (2323 8888) 
深圳前海华侨城 JW 万豪酒店 宝安区宝兴路 8 号

Marco Polo Shenzhen   Fuhua Yi Lu, 
CBD, Futian District (8298 9888). www.
cn.marcopolohotels.com 福田中心区福华一路

Shangri-La Hotel East of  the Luohu Train 
Station, Jianshe Lu, Luohu District (8233 
0888). www.shangri-la.com
罗湖区建设路火车站东侧

Sheraton Dameisha Resort 9 Yankui Lu, 
Dameisha, Yantian District (8888 6688) 
盐田大梅沙盐葵路 ( 大梅沙段 )9 号

St. Regis Shenzhen  No.5016 Shennan 
Dong Lu, Luohu District.(8308 8888) 
深圳瑞吉酒店 罗湖区深南东路 5016 号

The Langham, Shenzhen, No. 7888, Shen-
nan Dadao, Futian District (8828 9888). 
深圳朗廷酒店 福田区深南大道 7888 号

The Ritz-Carlton, Shenzhen 116 Fuhua San 
Lu, Futian District (2222 2222) 
福田区福华三路 116 号

The Venice Raytour Hotel Shenzhen 
No.9026, Shennan Dadao, Overseas Chi-
nese Town, Nanshan District (2693 6888) 
深圳威尼斯睿途酒店 南山区华侨城深南大道 9026 号

The Westin Shenzhen 9028-2 Shennan 
Dadao, Nanshan District (2698 8888) 
www.westin.com/shenzhen 南山区深南大道
9028号-2

Hyatt Regency Shenzhen Airport, Shen-
zhen Bao'an International Airport, Bao'an 
District 深圳机场凯悦酒店 宝安区深圳宝安国际机
场 (755-2345 1234)

InterContinental Shenzhen, No. 9009, 
Shennan Road, Nanshan District 深圳华侨城
洲际大酒店，南山区深南大道9009号 (3399 3388)

The Courtyard by Marriott Shenzhen 
Bao'an, No.46 Dongfang Road, Songgang, 
Bao'an District  宝安区松岗东方大道46号 (2986 
9888,  www.courtyardshenzhenbaoan.com)

HEALTH
Vista-SK International Medical Center Lvl 
4, Bldg 4C, Shenzhen Software Industry 
Base,Xuefu Lu, Nanshan District (3689 
9833) 南山区学府路软件产业基地4栋C座裙楼4层 
 
J&C Dental 4FG, China Economic Trade 
Building, No.8, Zizu Qilu, Futian District 
(13418536301) 福田区紫竹七道8号中国经贸
大厦4FG 
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OPEN  DOORS

THE ST. REGIS SHENZHEN
The St. Regis Shenzhen Presents Moon Cake 
Festival
Exclusive St. Regis moon cake sets will be available during the Moon Cake 
Festival from July 9 to September 13. An exquisite selection of four traditional 
moon cakes and two new flavors will be available. Guests may enjoy a 15% early 
bird discount when ordering from August 9-15.

5016 Shennan Dong Lu, Luohu District 罗湖区深南东路5016号瑞吉酒店 (2223 9485)

XIANGYUE CHINESE RESTAURANT
Chaoshan Cuisine at Hyatt Regency
The long history of Chaoshan cuisine has made it very popular in the Pearl 
River Delta. Well known for its seafood and vegetarian dishes, Xiangyue uses 
simple but skilled cooking techniques to preserve the natural, delicious fla-
vors of each dish in true Chaoshan fashion. Experience historical and cultural 
Chaoshan cuisine from July to September!

3/F, Hyatt Regency Shenzhen Airport, Shenzhen Bao’an International Airport, Bao'an District 

宝安区国际机场凯悦酒店三楼享悦中餐厅 (2345 1234) 

CLASSIFIEDS
JOBS OFFERED

CANTON GLOBAL ACADEMY (CGA) is 
an international school in Guangzhou 
operating the UK National Curriculum. 
It is part of the Canadian International 
Educational Organisation. Currently it has 
recruited students from Nursery (aged 3 
years) to Year 6 (aged 12 years) and the 
school is growing quickly. 
Required for January (or sooner)
Fully qualified and experienced Primary 
Years teachers. Preference will be given 
to applicants who have knowledge 
of and experience in teaching the UK 
National Curriculum Primary programme 
and to those who may have specialist 
qualifications for example in ESL, science 
and Music.
CGA OFFERS
*Initial two-year contract
*Competitive salary
*Annual flight allowance
*International Health insurance
*Benefits including accommodation 
allowance, end of contract bonus
Applicants should send a full CV listing two 
independent educational referees and a 
letter of application on/by 31 December to
Charles Chao, Chief Operations Officer, on 
charles.chao@cgagz.com 
from whom further information may be 
obtained.

Mobile Game company business 
development position.  
A NASDAQ-listed Shenzhen-based mobile 
game company. iDreamSky is looking for 
an expat for one business development 
position, native English speaker and fluent 
in Mandarin a must, well versed with 
mobile games or business negotiation 
experience a plus.  Responsible for 
looking for Western games suitable for 
the Chinese market and contacting the 
game developers. Our office is located in 
Nanshan district, Shenzhen. If interested, 
please send resume to Evan at evan.liang@
idreamsky.com.

MOVING & SHIPPING   

AGS Four Winds is a leading international 
moving company that offers a full range of 
relocation, moving and storage services. 
With our global network of over 300 
offices worldwide plus 40 years experience 
in the moving industry, we know your 
concerns and have the ability to serve you 
anywhere in the world.
We are FAIM & ISO 9001-2008 accredited, 
members of the FAIM and FIDI.
Contact us for FREE survey and quotation:
Tel: +8620 8363 3735/ +86 139 2277 1676
Email: manager.guangzhou@
agsfourwinds.com
Website: www.agsfourwinds.com

HarMoniCare Women & Children's Hospital 12018 Shennan Dadao, by Nanshan Dadao (3339 
1333) 深圳和美妇儿科医院  南山区深南大道12018号

C-MER (Shenzhen) Dennis Lam Eye Hospital 1-2/F, Shengtang Bldg, 1 Tairan Jiu Lu, 
Chegongmiao, Futian District (4001 666 120, 3322 7188) 福田区车公庙泰然九路一号盛唐大厦
1-2层 

IMC(International Medical Center)  
serves the local community and expatriates from all over the world. We are proud to provide 
private, personalized healthcare for each patient. Our experienced staff  from Hong Kong, 
Mainland China and overseas provide comprehensive medical services including general and 
specialty outpatient services, health assessments, inpatient services and more. Scan QR Code 
above for more info of  IMC. 深圳市福田区海园一路，香港大学深圳医院国际医疗中心 International 
Medical Centre，The University of Hong Kong - Shenzhen Hospital, 1, Haiyuan 1st Road, Futian 
District, Shenzhen (8691 3388）

HAIR SALONS
Shang Hair B2S-001, Coco Park, Fuhua San Lu, Futian District (8887 9899)福田区福华三路星河
Coco Park商场负二楼B2S-001

Toni & Guy 1) S248, The MIXC Shenzhen, Luohu District (2290 9505) 2) 103, Section C, Sea 
World, Wanghai Lu, by Xinghua Lu, Shekou, Nanshan District (2290 9521) 1) 罗湖区宝安南路
1881号万象城S248商铺 2) 南山区蛇口望海路海上世界C区103店

 
 BUSINESS

China-Italy Chamber of Commerce 
Rm220, 2/F, International Chamber Of  Commerce, Fuhua San Lu, Futian District (Tel: 8632 
9518; fax: 8632 9528). www.cameraitacina.com `
福田区福华三路国际商会中心 2 楼 220 室

European Union Chamber of Commerce Rm 308, 3/F Overseas Chinese Scholars Venture 
Building, southern section of  High-Tech Industrial Park, Nanshan District (Tel: 8635 0920; 
fax: 8632 9785). 
南山高新科技园南区留学生创业大厦 3 楼 308 室

French Chamber of Commerce in South China (CCIFC) Room 318, 3/F Chinese Overseas 
Scholars Venture Building,South section of  Hi-tech Industry Park, Nanshan District (Tel: 8632 
9602; fax: 8632 9736) www.ccifc.org 南山区科技园南区留学生创业大厦3楼318室 
 
German Chamber of Commerce  
Room 4A-11, Zone C, Zhong Ke Nano Building Yuexing Liu Lu, Nanshan District (8635 0487) 
www.china.ahk.de 中国深圳市南山区粤兴六道中科纳能大厦C区4A - 11
 
The American Chamber of Commerce in South China Rm 208, 2/F Overseas Chinese Schol-
ars Venture Building, southern section of  High-Tech Industrial Park, Nanshan District (Tel: 
2658 8342; fax: 2658 8341). www.amcham-southchina.org 

The British Chamber of Commerce, Shenzhen Sub-Chamber Rm 314, 3/F Overseas Chinese 
Scholars Venture Building, southern section of  High-Tech Industrial Park, Nanshan District 
(2658 8350). 深圳市南山区高新科技园南区留学生创业大厦3楼314室 
 
Morefoods No1,1F,Building A ,OCEAN city Garden,Shekou New Street, Nanshan 
District,shenzhen  (8827 9078) 深圳市南山区蛇口新街澳城花园A栋一楼1号铺  
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AUGUST

You got way too worked up over the fact 
Mulan might be Hakka in the upcoming 
Disney remake of the classic film. It’s 
time to stop digesting so much American 
media and maybe try watching some 
Chinese flicks for a change. May we 
recommend The Wandering Earth.

Gemini
5.22~6.21

Pisces
2.20~3.20

Take a couple days off to travel this 
month, as you’ve become stressed 
and angry over the past few months of 
work. If it’s difficult to get days off, you 
might want to invest in a pair of VR 
glasses – for mental health purposes.

With the banning of the Beijing bikini 
in certain cities, you’re going to be 
showing off  a l ittle less skin this 
August, Leo. That’s okay though, this 
is a great chance to replace your ratty, 
sleeveless Bintang shirt with some 
classier summer tops. 

Cancer
6.22~7.22

Taurus
4.21~5.21

Try not to make yourself sick because 
of extra courses or work during the 
summer. Pay more attention to your 
diet and overall health, and perhaps 
drink a little more of that Chinese 
cure-all – hot water. 

Side hustles aren’t a bad thing, but 
be wary of deals that seem too good 
to be true. If someone offers you a 
million renminbi to transfer money for 
them, it’s likely a scam.

Aries
3.21~4.20

An old friend could be reentering your 
life soon. Take time to grab coffee 
or  dinner  and catch up.  L iv ing in 
China can warp your perspective, but 
it’s important to stay connected to 
friends and family. 

Leo
7.23~8.23

Aquarius
1.21~2.19

I t ’ s  t i m e  fo r  y o u  t o  ta ke  o u t  t h e 
garbage (but don’t forget to sort) 
that has been the last few months. 
I f  a  re l a t i o n s h i p  h a s  t u r n e d  i n t o 
emotional  baggage,  don’t  bother 
recycling, just toss it out.

Horoscopes
Finally, a horoscope that understands your life in Shenzhen. 

BY NAOMI LOUNSBURY

You have been spending way too 
m u c h  t i m e  g l u e d  t o  y o u r  p h o n e . 
Get out of mobile reception range 
before your soul is replaced by a 5G 
cellphone. Go camping. Take a road 
trip. Hike the local mountains or rice 
paddies. It is summer, after all. 

Virgo
8.24~9.23

Your temper may flare this month, 
provoked by the unrelenting heat, a 
shifty cabbie or work drama (or all three). 
Invest in a yoga mat, remember to breath 
deeply and avoid whiskey while at your 
weekly pub quiz. And remember: Even 
if you win a fight in China, chances are 
you’re still going to jail.   

Libra
9.24~10.23

Despite nearly all your friends having left 
for summer, August is going to be a very 
social month for you: cocktail parties, 
KTV nights and a young professionals’ 
mixer. Stock up on name cards and 
condoms and buy yourself a pair of new 
shoes. If you meet someone whose name 
starts with the letter ‘T,’ do not add them 
on WeChat. 

Scorpio
10.24~11.22

Capricorn
12.22~1.20

You’re thinking about leaving China. 
You’re not sure if  it  is the air,  the 
nonstop noise or the fact your boss is 
absolutely insane. We’re willing to bet 
it’s none of the above, and that you’ll 
find your ‘second China wind’ once you 
stop eating stale mantou  for breakfast, 
lunch and dinner every day. 

Y o u  h a v e  a  r e a l  p r o b l e m  w i t h 
remembering to claim your expenses 
at work. This month, collect your fapiao  
and submit them by the deadline. 
That’s your money, and let’s be honest, 
you need every penny you can get this 
month after that July vacation. 

Sagittarius
11.23~12.21

That’s 

Shenzhen
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Dr. Daisuke Yamasaki (Japanese Dentist) 
Specialized in dental restoration, preventive care, dental treatment etc.

Our 
Services

Clinic hours：Monday-Sunday 9:00-18:00

OB/GYN

Dentistry

Family Medicine

Pediatrics

Psychology

Dermatology 

Chiropractic

Andrology

Ophthalmology

TCM

Gynecology

Day Surgery & 
Inpatient Surgery

Obstetrics

Infertility Treatment

Medical Postpartum 
Care Center

Neonatology

Children Healthcare

24-HR VIP PEDIATRICS URGENT CARE
FULL SET OF IMPORTED VACCINE

Multi-languages services are available.  Direct Billing with major international insurance providers.
Tel: 020-3736 2020    24-hr Urgent Care:185 2031 1686（English）

Scan the Wechat QR code for more information.

Early Pregnancy 
Exam
RMB99 159

Dental
Cleaning
RMB280 680

62 Jinsui Road 2202-2203 KingoldCentury,ZhujiangNewTown,Guangzhou
No.6,East Longkou road Tianhe district,GuangZhou
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